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Abstract
IRON FILE SYSTEMS
Vijayan Prabhakaran
Disk drives are widely used as a primary medium for storing information.
While commodity file systems trust disks to either work or fail completely, modern
disks exhibit complex failure modes such as latent sector faults and block corruptions, where only portions of a disk fail.
In this thesis, we focus on understanding the failure policies of file systems and
improving their robustness to disk failures. We suggest a new fail-partial failure
model for disks, which incorporates realistic localized faults such as latent sector
faults and block corruption. We then develop and apply a novel semantic failure
analysis technique, which uses file system block type knowledge and transactional
semantics, to inject interesting faults and investigate how commodity file systems
react to a range of more realistic disk failures.
We apply our technique to five important journaling file systems: Linux ext3,
ReiserFS, JFS, XFS, and Windows NTFS. We classify their failure policies in a new
taxonomy that measures their Internal RObustNess (IRON), which includes both
failure detection and recovery techniques. Our analysis results show that commodity file systems store little or no redundant information, and contain failure policies
that are often inconsistent, sometimes buggy, and generally inadequate in their ability to recover from partial disk failures.
We remedy the reliability short comings in commodity file systems by addressing two issues. First, we design new low-level redundancy techniques that a file
system can use to handle disk faults. We begin by qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluating various redundancy information such as checksum, parity, and replica,
Then, in order to account for spatially correlated faults, we propose a new probabilistic model that can be used to construct redundancy sets Finally, we describe
two update strategies: a overwrite and no-overwrite approach that a file system can
use to update its data and parity blocks atomically without NVRAM support. Over-
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all, we show that low-level redundant information can greatly enhance file system
robustness while incurring modest time and space overheads.
Second, to remedy the problem of failure handling diffusion, we develop a modified ext3 that unifies all failure handling in a Centralized Failure Handler (CFH).
We then showcase the power of centralized failure handling in ext3c , a modified
IRON version of ext3 that uses CFH by demonstrating its support for flexible, consistent, and fine-grained policies. By carefully separating policy from mechanism,
ext3c demonstrates how a file system can provide a thorough, comprehensive, and
easily understandable failure-handling policy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The importance of building dependable systems cannot be overstated. One of the
fundamental requirements in computer systems is to store and retrieve information reliably. Disk drives have been widely used as a primary storage medium for
several decades in many systems including but not limited to, personal computers
(desktops, laptops), distributed file systems, database systems, high end storage
arrays, archival systems, and mobile devices.
Unfortunately, disk failures can occur. Traditionally, systems have been built
with the assumption that disks operate in a “fail stop” manner [99]; within this
classic model, the disks either are working perfectly, or fail absolutely and in an
easily detectable manner. Based on this assumption, storage systems such as RAID
arrays have been built to tolerate whole disk failures [81]. For example, a file
system or database system can store its data on a RAID array and withstand failure
of an entire disk drive.
The fault model presented by modern disk drives, however, is much more complex. For example, modern drives can exhibit latent sector faults [14, 28, 45, 60,
100], where a block or set of blocks are inaccessible. Under latent sector fault,
the sector fault occurs sometime in the past but the fault is detected only when the
sector is accessed for storing or retrieving information [59]. Blocks sometimes become corrupted [16] and worse, this can happen silently without the disk being able
to detect it [47, 74, 126]. Finally, disks sometimes exhibit transient performance
problems [11, 115].
There are several reasons for these complex disk failure modes. First, a trend
that is common in the drive industry is to pack more bits per square inch (BPS)
as the areal densities of disk drives are growing at a rapid rate [48]. As density
increases, errors such as bit spillovers on adjacent tracks may occur and the effects
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of such errors become larger at higher areal densities as they can corrupt more
bits [4]. In addition, increased density can also increase the complexity of the
logic, that is the firmware that manages the data [7], which can result in increased
number of bugs. For example, buggy firmwares are known to issue misdirected
writes [126], where correct data is placed on disk but in the wrong location.
Second, increased use of low-end desktop drives such as the IDE/ATA drives
worsens the reliability problem. Low cost dominates the design of personal storage
drives [7] and therefore, they are less tested and have less machinery to handle
disk errors [56]. It is important we consider the ATA drives here because they
are not only used in our laptops and desktops but also in high-end storage arrays
such as EMC Centera [36, 50] and large-scale internet clusters like Google [40].
While personal storage drives are designed for active use only several hours per
day, they are less likely to perform reliably under operational stresses of enterprise
systems [7].
Finally, amount of software used on the storage stack has increased. Firmware
on a desktop drive contains about 400 thousand lines of code [33]. Moreover,
the storage stack consists of several layers of low-level device driver code that
have been considered to have more bugs than the rest of the operating system
code [38, 113]. As Jim Gray points out in his study of Tandem Availability, “As the
other components of the system become increasingly reliable, software necessarily
becomes the dominant cause of outages” [44].
Developers of high-end systems have realized the nature of these disk faults
and built mechanisms into their systems to handle them. For example, many redundant storage systems incorporate a background disk scrubbing process [59, 100] to
proactively detect and subsequently correct latent sector faults by creating a new
copy of inaccessible blocks (although, auditing the disk for latent sector faults can
itself increase the rate of visible or latent faults [14]); some recent storage arrays incorporate extra levels of redundancy to lessen the potential damage of undiscovered
latent faults [28]. Finally, highly-reliable systems (e.g., Tandem NonStop) utilize
end-to-end checksums to detect when block corruption occurs [16].
The above said failure characteristics (latent sector faults and block corruption),
trends (e.g., increased use of cheap drives), and our knowledge about reliable highend systems raise the question: how do commodity file systems handle disk failures?
We derived the answer to the above question from our file system analysis and it
led us to the second question: how can we improve the robustness of commodity file
systems? Our research efforts to answer the above two questions form two broad
parts of this dissertation. We discuss more about each of these parts in the following
sections.
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1.1 Analysis of File System Robustness
In this dissertation, the first question we pose is: how do modern commodity file
systems react to failures that are common in modern disks? Although the same
question is applicable to other data management systems such as databases, distributed file systems, and even RAID storage arrays, we focus and limit the scope
of the thesis to local file systems that we run on our personal computers for three
reasons. First, commodity file systems are important; they are not only pervasive in
the home environment, storing valuable (and often non-archived) user data such as
photos, home movies, and tax returns, but also used in high end storage arrays such
as EMC Centera [36, 50] and within distributed file systems such as NFS [95]. Understanding how commodity file systems handle disk failures and improving their
robustness will shed light into the robustness of other complex systems that use
commodity file systems. Second, commodity file systems, specifically open source
file systems, may often be designed and developed by inexperienced and free lance
programmers, who might not be aware of complex disk failure modes. Therefore, it
is necessary to analyze these file systems to unearth the bugs, design flaws, and assumptions made by the developer. Finally, commodity file systems are often used
with cheap hardware devices without any hardware redundancy such as multiple
disks or expensive hardware support such as NVRAM (both of which are usually
available in high-end systems), and this raises new challenges that have not been
addressed before. Among the commodity file systems, our analysis centers around
journaling file systems because most modern file systems such as Linux ext3 [121],
ReiserFS [89], JFS [19], XFS [112], and Windows NTFS [109] implement journaling in order to maintain file system integrity.
As a first step to understand disk failure handling in file system, we aggregate
knowledge from the research literature, industry, and field experience to form a
new model for disk failure. We label our model the fail-partial failure model to
emphasize that portions of the disk can fail, either through block errors or data
corruption.
With the model in place, we develop and apply an automated failure-policy fingerprinting framework, to inject more realistic disk faults beneath a file system.
The goal of fingerprinting is to unearth the failure policy of each system: how it
detects and recovers from disk failures. Instead of injecting faults randomly in
file system traffic, we develop and apply a unique Semantic Failure Analysis (SFA)
technique wherein we fail particular file system blocks based on their types and
transactional states. Specifically, for write failure analysis, we develop a novel
transactional state specific fault-injection technique, wherein we build an abstract
model of file system update behavior (e.g., how it orders writes to disk to maintain
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file system consistency). By using such a model, we can inject faults at various
“interesting” points during a file system transaction, and thus monitor how the
system reacts to such failures. For read failure analysis, we simply fail different
block types. Our semantic failure analysis approach leverages gray-box knowledge
[9, 108] of file system data structures to meticulously exercise file system access
paths to disk across a wide range of about 30 different workloads.
To better characterize failure policy, we develop an Internal RObustNess (IRON)
taxonomy, which catalogs a broad range of detection and recovery techniques that a
file system can use to handle disk failures. For example, a file system can use error
codes from lower layers to detect if its read request has completed successfully and
use redundant information such as a replica to recover from the failure. The output
of our fingerprinting tool is a broad categorization of which IRON techniques a file
system uses across its constituent data structures.
Our study focuses on four important and substantially different open-source file
systems, ext3 [121], ReiserFS [89], IBM’s JFS [19], and XFS [112] and one closedsource file system, Windows NTFS [109]. From our analysis results, we find that
the technology used by high-end systems (e.g., checksumming, disk scrubbing, and
so on) has not filtered down to the realm of commodity file systems. Across all platforms, we find ad hoc failure handling and a great deal of illogical inconsistency in
failure policy, often due to the diffusion of failure handling code through the kernel;
such inconsistency leads to substantially different detection and recovery strategies under similar fault scenarios, resulting in unpredictable and often undesirable
fault-handling strategies. Moreover, failure handling diffusion makes it difficult to
examine any one or few portions of the code and determine how failure handling
is supposed to behave. Diffusion also implies that failure handling is inflexible;
policies that are spread across so many locations within the code base are hard to
change. In addition, we observe that failure handling is quite coarse-grained; it is
challenging to implement nuanced policies in the current system.
We also discover that most systems implement portions of their failure policy
incorrectly; the presence of bugs in the implementations demonstrates the difficulty
and complexity of correctly handling certain classes of disk failure. We observe
little tolerance to transient failures; most file systems assume a single temporarilyinaccessible block indicates a fatal whole-disk failure. We show that none of the file
systems can recover from partial disk failures, due to a lack of in-disk redundancy.
Finally, in addition to fingerprinting the failure policy, our analysis also helps us
find several bugs within file systems that can catastrophically affect on-disk data.
For example, under certain write failures, all the analyzed file systems commit
failed transactions to disk; doing so can lead to serious problems, including an
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unmountable file system.

1.2 Building Robust File Systems
This behavior under realistic disk failures led us to our second question: how can
we change file systems to better handle modern disk failures? The file system
should not view the disk as an utterly reliable component. For example, if blocks
can become corrupt, the file system should apply measures to both detect and recover from such corruption, even when running on a single disk. Our approach is
an instance of the end-to-end argument [94]: at the top of the storage stack, the file
system (or other data management system) is fundamentally responsible for reliable management of its data and metadata. In this thesis, we present a number of
techniques (some of which are already implemented in high-end systems) that we
design, implement, and evaluate in a commodity file system (i.e., Linux ext3). The
challenge in building such a file system is that one has to use the limited resources
available on a typical desktop to implement the various techniques and not to overly
reduce the performance which could make the system less attractive.
There are two main challenges in building a robust file system. First, it is
important to design and implement the low-level redundancy machinery efficiently
such that the overheads are not prohibitive. Second, even if the necessary redundant
information is present, it is harder to incorporate them in the current file system
framework due to the diffused failure handling. To solve the first problem, we
design new redundancy techniques that can be implemented efficiently on a lowend system. To handle the second problem, we rearchitect commodity file systems
with a centralized failure handling framework that unifies the low-level redundancy
machinery with high-level failure policies.
In our initial efforts, we develop a family of prototype IRON file systems, all
of which are robust variants of the Linux ext3 file system. Within our IRON ext3
(ixt3), we investigate the costs of using checksums to detect data corruption, replication to provide redundancy for metadata structures, and a simple parity protection for user data. We show that these techniques incur modest space and time
overheads while greatly increasing the robustness of the file system to latent sector faults and data corruption. By implementing detection and recovery techniques
from the IRON taxonomy, a system can implement a well-defined failure policy and
subsequently provide vigorous protection against the broader range of disk failures.
Our next step in building robust file systems is to address two specific problems
that arise in the realm of personal computers with single disk drives: spatially local
sector errors [59] and lack of hardware support like non-volatile RAM (NVRAM).
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In this context, we design, implement, and evaluate new techniques to store redundant information on disk, focusing primarily on parity as the redundant information
due to its simplicity and wide-spread use.
First, we address the problem of spatially local errors by proposing a probabilistic disk failure model that characterizes disk block errors with spatial correlation
and use this model to layout blocks such that the probability of two or more errors
affecting related blocks is low. Second, we address the lack of NVRAM support
in low-end systems by developing new parity update techniques. Specifically, we
design two block update techniques where one technique updates the data blocks
in the traditional fashion by overwriting the old contents while the other radical
approach, called no-overwrite, issues writes to different locations on the disk and
changes the block pointers to point to the new locations.
We evaluate the validity of the probabilistic model by comparing it with results
from fault injection experiments. The probability of multiple failures as predicted
by the failure model matches closely with the results from the fault injection experiments. We also evaluate the performance overheads of parity update techniques
and show that both overwrite and no-overwrite techniques incur performance overhead when compared to ext3 and the cost varies from less than 1 percent for readonly workloads to about 50 percent for highly synchronous, write intensive workloads. Also, no-overwrite technique can fragment a file and therefore running a
de-fragmenter periodically can improve performance.
In the last part of this dissertation, we seek to improve the state of the art of
failure-handling in modern file systems by solving the following problem we noticed from our analysis: failure handling in commodity file systems is diffused
resulting in ad hoc, inconsistent, and coarse-grained failure policies. Our approach
here begins with the age-old wisdom of separating policy and mechanism [66],
which we achieve with the design and implementation of a Centralized Failure
Handler (CFH). All important failure-handling decisions are routed through the
CFH, which is thus responsible for enforcing the specific failure-handling policy of
the system. All relevant information is also made available within the CFH, hence
enabling the construction of the desired failure-handling policies.
We demonstrate the power of centralized failure handling in a modified version
of the Linux ext3 file system (ext3c ). We first show how ext3c is flexible by implementing a broad range of vastly different policies. For example, we show how ext3c
can mimic the failure-handling behavior of different file systems such as ReiserFS
and NTFS, all with changes to only a few lines of code. We also demonstrate that
ext3c is inherently consistent; because policies are specified within a single localized portion of the code, the desired failure handling is enacted. Because of the
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presence of block-type information within the CFH, ext3c also enables fine-grained
policies to be developed. For example, we show that ext3c can implement a highly
paranoid policy for its own metadata while passing user data errors onto the application. The end result is a file system that handles disk failures in a comprehensive,
thorough, and easily understood fashion; as a result, ext3c reacts in the expected
manner even when an unexpected disk failure occurs.

1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• We aggregate knowledge from various sources and define a more realistic
failure model for modern disks, which we call the fail-partial model. We
also formalize the techniques that a file system can use to detect and recover
from disk errors under the IRON taxonomy.
• We develop a fingerprinting framework to determine the failure policy of a
file system. This framework is useful both for academic study of said file
systems as well as to developers who could apply it to test their systems and
improve their robustness. We use this framework to analyze five popular
commodity file systems to discover how they handle disk errors.
• We explore effectiveness and cost of different redundant information such as
checksums, parity, and replica by building a prototype version of an IRON
file system (ixt3). We apply redundancy to both file system data and metadata
in various combinations and analyze the file system robustness to disk failure
and its performance characteristics.
• We propose a probabilistic disk block failure model that considers spatial
correlation in block errors to derive the probability of 2 or more failures. We
use this model to separate redundant information in block layouts to avoid
spatially local errors.
• We develop two different data update approaches, overwrite and no-overwrite,
that differ in the location of block writes and their interaction with the file
system journaling.
• We design a centralized failure handler (CFH) to unify failure handling in
file system. We evaluate CFH and show that it enables flexible, consistent,
and fine-grained failure policies in file system.
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1.4 Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the
common causes of disk failures following it with a discussion on fail-partial model
and IRON taxonomy. In Chapter 3, we give a brief introduction to journaling file
systems and different commodity file systems we analyze. Chapter 4 explains our
failure policy analysis. where we discuss our semantic failure analysis methodology and results. In Chapter 5, we present the details of building a robust file system.
We start with a broad exploration of different redundant information followed by
a discussion of the system evaluation. Then, we explain our techniques to address
spatially correlated errors and lack of hardware support. Chapter 6 presents our
centralized failure handler for file systems. Related work is discussed in Chapter 7,
and conclusion and future directions are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Fail-Partial Failure Model
In order to understand how commodity file systems handle disk failures, first, we
must understand the storage system architecture and the ways it can fail. Second,
we need a standard taxonomy of various detection and recovery techniques that a
file system can use to handle disk failures in order to classify their failure handling
policies.
In this chapter, we first explain the components of a storage stack, which is a
complex layered collection of electrical, mechanical, firmware and software components (Section 2.2). There are many reasons that the file system may see faults
in the storage system below and we discuss common causes of disk failures (Section 2.3). We then present a new, more realistic fail-partial model for disks and
discuss various aspects of this model (Section 2.4). We follow this with a discussion about the techniques that an IRON file system can use to detect and recover
from disk errors (Section 2.5). Finally, we conclude the chapter by reasoning why
failure handling must be performed at the file system (Section 2.5.4) and why RAID
is not a complete solution to improve storage reliability (Section 2.5.5).

2.1 Terminology
Before we proceed to the details, we will clarify certain terminologies in order
to make the following discussion unambiguous and easy to follow. We follow
the IEEE Standard Software Engineering Terminology [22] and use the following
definitions for error, fault, and failure.
• Error: 1. The difference between a computed, observed, or measured value
or condition and the true, specified, or theoretically correct value or condition. 2. An incorrect step, process, or data definition. 3. An incorrect result.
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Device Controller
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Specific File System

Media

Figure 2.1: The Storage Stack. We present a schematic of the entire storage stack. At the
top is the file system; beneath are the many layers of the storage subsystem. Gray shading
implies software or firmware, whereas white (unshaded) is hardware.

• Fault: 1. A defect in a hardware device or component e.g., a defective disk
sector. 2. An incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer program
(e.g., software bugs). In common usage, the terms “error” and “bug” are used
to express the same meaning as “fault” [22]. In the context of this thesis, we
use the terms “error” and “fault” interchangeably.
• Failure: The inability of a system or component to perform its required
functions within specified performance requirements. Simply put, the result
of a fault is a failure. For example, a disk failure occurs if the storage stack
is unable to recover a faulty sector.
As we mentioned in Section 1.1, in this thesis we focus and limit our scope
only to local file systems. For the rest of the thesis unless otherwise stated, we use
the term “file system” to refer to a specific file system on top of the storage stack
(i.e., the end-point on the storage stack).

2.2 The Storage Subsystem
Figure 2.1 presents a typical layered storage subsystem below the file system (similar and perhaps, more complex layered storage architectures are used by other data
management systems like databases and distributed file systems). The storage stack
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consists of three main layers: the host, the transport layer, and the disk. An error
can occur in any of these layers and propagate itself to the file system above.
At the bottom of the “storage stack” is the disk itself; beyond the magnetic storage media, there are mechanical (e.g., the motor and arm assembly), electrical components (e.g., buses), and cache. A particularly important component is firmware
– the code embedded within the drive to control most of its higher-level functions,
including caching, disk scheduling, and error handling. This firmware code is often substantial and complex (e.g., a modern Seagate drive contains roughly 400,000
lines of code [33]).
Connecting the drive to the host is the transport. In low-end systems, the transport medium is often a bus (e.g., SCSI), whereas networks are common in higherend systems (e.g., FibreChannel). If a hardware RAID is used instead of a single
disk, an additional layer of RAID controller is added between the transport layer
and disk drives. A hardware RAID controller manages multiple disk drives and
exports a standard interface (e.g., SCSI) to the transport layer.
At the top of the stack is the host. Herein there is a hardware controller that
communicates with the device, and above it a software device driver that controls
the hardware. Block-level software forms the next layer, providing a generic device
interface and implementing various optimizations (e.g., request reordering). Modern operating systems such as Windows and Linux provide support to stack multiple
layers of software components such as volume managers or software RAID layers
beneath the file system and above the device specific drivers, resulting in a more
complex storage stack.
Above all other software is the file system. This layer is often split into two
pieces: a high-level component common to all file systems, and a specific component that maps generic operations onto the data structures of the particular file
system. A standard interface (e.g., Vnode/VFS [63]) is positioned between the two.

2.3 Why Disks Fail?
To motivate our failure model, we first describe how errors in the layers of the
storage stack can cause failures. In our discussion, we begin at the bottom of the
stack and work our way up to the file system.
Media: There are two primary errors that occur in the magnetic media. First, the
classic problem of “bit rot” occurs when the magnetism of a single bit or a few
bits is flipped. This type of problem can often (but not always) be detected and
corrected with low-level ECC embedded in the drive. Second, physical damage
can occur on the media. The quintessential “head crash” is one culprit, where the
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drive head contacts the surface momentarily. A media scratch can also occur when
a particle is trapped between the drive head and the media [100]. Thermal asperity
is a spike in the read signal caused by disk asperities or contaminant particles,
which can cause the disk heads to lose their reading capabilities temporarily [124].
Such dangers are well-known to drive manufacturers, and hence modern disks park
the drive head when the drive is not in use to reduce the number of head crashes;
SCSI disks sometimes include filters to remove particles [7]. Media errors most
often lead to permanent failure or corruption of individual disk blocks.
Mechanical: “Wear and tear” eventually leads to failure of moving parts. A drive
motor can spin irregularly or fail completely. Erratic arm movements can cause
head crashes and media flaws; inaccurate arm movement can misposition the drive
head during writes, leaving blocks inaccessible or corrupted upon subsequent reads.
Electrical: A power spike or surge can damage in-drive circuits and hence lead to
drive failure [116]. Thus, electrical problems can lead to entire disk failure.
Drive firmware: Interesting errors arise in the drive controller, which consists of
many thousands of lines of real-time, concurrent firmware. For example, disks
have been known to return correct data but circularly shifted by a byte [67] or have
memory leaks that lead to intermittent failures [116]. Other firmware problems
can lead to poor drive performance [97]. Drive manufacturers often introduce new
firmware versions to fix existing problems on production drives and such fixes can
inadvertently increase the failure rates of the drive [103]. Some firmware bugs
are well-enough known in the field that they have specific names; for example,
misdirected writes are writes that place the correct data on the disk but in the wrong
location, and phantom writes are writes that the drive reports as completed but
that never reach the media [126]. Phantom writes can be caused by a buggy or
even misconfigured cache (i.e., write-back caching is enabled). In summary, drive
firmware errors often lead to sticky or transient block corruption but can also lead
to performance problems.
Transport: The transport connecting the drive and host can also be problematic.
For example, a study of a large disk farm [115] reveals that most of the systems
tested had interconnect problems, such as bus timeouts. Parity errors also occurred
with some frequency, either causing requests to succeed (slowly) or fail altogether.
Thus, the transport often causes transient errors for the entire drive.
Bus controller: The main bus controller can also be problematic. For example, the
EIDE controller on a particular series of motherboards incorrectly indicates completion of a disk request before the data has reached the main memory of the host,
leading to data corruption [125]. A similar problem causes some other controllers
to return status bits as data if the floppy drive is in use at the same time as the hard
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drive [47]. Others have also observed IDE protocol version problems that yield corrupt data [40]. In summary, controller problems can lead to transient block failure
and data corruption.
Low-level drivers: Recent research has shown that device driver code is more
likely to contain bugs than the rest of the operating system [27, 38, 113]. While
some of these bugs will likely crash the operating system, others can issue disk
requests with bad parameters, data, or both, resulting in data corruption.

2.4 The Fail-Partial Failure Model
From our discussion of the many root causes for failure, we are now ready to put
forth a more realistic model of disk failure. In our model, failures manifest themselves in three ways:
• Entire disk failure: The entire disk is no longer accessible. If permanent, this
is the classic “fail-stop” failure.
• Block failure: One or more blocks are not accessible; often referred to as latent
sector faults [59, 60].
• Block corruption: The data within individual blocks is altered. Corruption is
particularly insidious because it is silent – the storage subsystem simply returns
“bad” data upon a read.
We term this model the Fail-Partial Failure Model, to emphasize that pieces
of the storage subsystem can fail. We now discuss some other key elements of the
fail-partial model, including the transience, locality, and frequency of failures, and
then discuss how technology and market trends will impact disk failures over time.

2.4.1 Transience of Failures
In our model, failures can be “sticky” (permanent) or “transient” (temporary).
Which behavior manifests itself depends upon the root cause of the problem. For
example, a low-level media problem portends the failure of subsequent requests. In
contrast, a transport or higher-level software issue might at first cause block failure
or corruption; however, the operation could succeed if retried.

2.4.2 Locality of Failures
Because multiple blocks of a disk can fail, one must consider whether such block
failures are dependent. The root causes of block failure suggest that some forms
of block failure do indeed exhibit spatial locality [60]. For example, a scratched
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surface or thermal asperity can render a number of contiguous blocks inaccessible.
However, all failures do not exhibit locality; for example, a corruption due to a
misdirected write may impact only a single block.

2.4.3 Frequency of Failures
Block failures and corruptions do occur – as one commercial storage system developer succinctly stated, “Disks break a lot – all guarantees are fiction” [52].
However, one must also consider how frequently such errors occur, particularly
when modeling overall reliability and deciding which failures are most important
to handle. Unfortunately, as Talagala and Patterson point out [115], disk drive manufacturers are loathe to provide information on disk failures; indeed, people within
the industry refer to an implicit industry-wide agreement to not publicize such details [5]. Not surprisingly, the actual frequency of drive errors, especially errors
that do not cause the whole disk to fail, is not well-known in the literature. Previous work on latent sector faults indicates that such errors occur more commonly
than absolute disk failure [60], and a related research work estimates that such errors may occur five times more often than absolute disk failures [100]. Recently,
more efforts have been made to quantify the disk error rates. Specifically, Gray et
al. measure about 30 uncorrectable bit errors at the file system while moving about
2 petabytes of data [45].
In terms of relative frequency, block failures are more likely to occur on reads
than writes, due to internal error handling common in most disk drives. For example, failed writes to a given sector are often remapped to another (distant) sector,
allowing the drive to transparently handle such problems [56]. However, remapping does not imply that writes cannot fail. A failure in a component above the
media (e.g., a stuttering transport), can lead to an unsuccessful write attempt; the
move to network-attached storage [42] serves to increase the frequency of this class
of failures. Also, for remapping to succeed, free blocks must be available; a large
scratch could render many blocks unwritable and quickly use up reserved space.
Reads are more problematic: if the media is unreadable, the drive has no choice but
to return an error.

2.4.4 Trends
In many other areas (e.g., processor performance), technology and market trends
combine to improve different aspects of computer systems. In contrast, we believe
that technology trends and market forces may combine to make storage system
failures occur more frequently over time, for the following three reasons.
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Level
DZero
DErrorCode
DSanity
DRedundancy

Technique
No detection
Check return codes
from lower levels
Check data structures
for consistency
Redundancy over
one or more blocks

Comment
Assumes disk works
Assumes lower level
can detect errors
May require extra
space per block
Detect corruption
in end-to-end way

Table 2.1: The Levels of the IRON Detection Taxonomy.

First, reliability is a greater challenge when drives are made increasingly more
dense; as more bits are packed into smaller spaces, drive logic (and hence complexity) increases [7].
Second, at the low-end of the drive market, cost-per-byte dominates, and hence
many corners are cut to save pennies in IDE/ATA drives [7]. Low-cost “PC class”
drives tend to be tested less and have less internal machinery to prevent failures
from occurring [56]. The result, in the field, is that ATA drives are observably less
reliable [115]; however, cost pressures serve to increase their usage, even in server
environments [40].
Finally, the amount of software is increasing in storage systems and, as others
have noted, software is often the root cause of errors [44]. In the storage system,
hundreds of thousands of lines of software are present in the lower-level drivers
and firmware. This low-level code is generally the type of code that is difficult to
write and debug [38, 113] – hence a likely source of increased errors in the storage
stack.

2.5 The IRON Taxonomy
In this section, we outline strategies for developing an IRON file system, i.e., a file
system that detects and recovers from a range of modern disk failures. Our main
focus is to develop different strategies, not across disks as is common in storage
arrays, but within a single disk. Such Internal RObustNess (IRON) provides much
of the needed protection within a file system.
To cope with the failures in modern disks, an IRON file system includes machinery to both detect (Level D) partial faults and recover (Level R) from them.
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Level
RZero
RP ropagate
RStop
RGuess
RRetry
RRepair
RRemap
RRedundancy

Technique
No recovery
Propagate error
Stop activity
(crash, prevent writes)
Return “guess” at
block contents
Retry read or write
Repair data structs
Remaps block or file
to different locale
Block replication
or other forms

Comment
Assumes disk works
Informs user
Limit amount
of damage
Could be wrong;
failure hidden
Handles failures
that are transient
Could lose data
Assumes disk informs
FS of failures
Enables recovery
from loss/corruption

Table 2.2: The Levels of the IRON Recovery Taxonomy.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 present our IRON detection and recovery taxonomies, respectively. Note that the taxonomy is by no means complete. Many other techniques
are likely to exist, just as many different RAID variations have been proposed over
the years [3, 127].
The detection and recovery mechanisms employed by a file system define its
failure policy. Currently, it is difficult to discuss the failure policy of a system. With
the IRON taxonomy, one can describe the failure policy of a file system, much as
one can already describe a cache replacement or a file-layout policy.

2.5.1 Levels of Detection
Level D techniques are used by a file system to detect that a problem has occurred
(i.e., that a block cannot currently be accessed or has been corrupted).
• Zero: The simplest detection strategy is none at all; the file system assumes the
disk works and does not check return codes. As we will see in Section 4.3, this
approach is surprisingly common (although often it is applied unintentionally).
• ErrorCode: A more pragmatic detection strategy that a file system can implement is to check return codes provided by the lower levels of the storage system.
• Sanity: With sanity checks, the file system verifies that its data structures are
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consistent. This check can be performed either within a single block or across
blocks.
When checking a single block, the file system can either verify individual fields
(e.g., that pointers are within valid ranges) or verify the type of the block. For
example, most file system superblocks include a “magic number” and some older
file systems such as Pilot even include a header per data block [88]. By checking
whether a block has the correct type information, a file system can guard against
some forms of block corruption.
Checking across blocks can involve verifying only a few blocks (e.g., that a
bitmap corresponds to allocated blocks) or can involve periodically scanning all
structures to determine if they are intact and consistent (e.g., similar to fsck [72]).
Even journaling file systems can benefit from periodic full-scan integrity checks.
For example, a buggy journaling file system could unknowingly corrupt its on-disk
structures; running fsck in the background could detect and recover from such
problems.
• Redundancy: The final level of the detection taxonomy is redundancy. Many
forms of redundancy can be used to detect block corruption. For example, checksumming has been used in reliable systems for years to detect corruption [16] and
has recently been applied to improve security as well [79, 110]. Checksums are useful for a number of reasons. First, they assist in detecting classic “bit rot”, where
the bits of the media have been flipped. However, in-media ECC often catches and
corrects such errors. Checksums are therefore particularl y well-suited for detecting
corruption in higher levels of the storage system stack (e.g., a buggy controller that
“misdirects” disk updates to the wrong location or does not write a given block to
disk at all). However, checksums must be carefully implemented to detect these
problems [16, 126]; specifically, a checksum that is stored along with the data it
checksums will not detect such misdirected or phantom writes.
Higher levels of redundancy, such as block mirroring [20], parity [78, 81] and
other error-correction codes [69], can also detect corruption. For example, a file
system could keep three copies of each block, reading and comparing all three to
determine if one has been corrupted. However, such techniques are truly designed
for correction (as discussed below); they often assume the presence of a loweroverhead detection mechanism [81].

2.5.2 Detection Frequency
All detection techniques discussed above can be applied lazily, upon block access,
or eagerly, perhaps scanning the disk during idle time. We believe IRON file systems should contain some form of lazy detection and should additionally consider
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eager methods.
For example, disk scrubbing is a classic eager technique used by RAID systems to scan a disk and thereby discover latent sector faults [60]. Disk scrubbing
is particularly valuable if a means for recovery is available, that is, if a replica
exists to repair the now-unavailable block. To detect whether an error occurred,
scrubbing typically leverages the return codes explicitly provided by the disk and
hence discovers block failure but not corruption. If combined with other detection
techniques (such as checksums), scrubbing can discover block corruption as well.

2.5.3 Levels of Recovery
Level R of the IRON taxonomy facilitates recovery from block failure within a
single disk drive. These techniques handle both latent sector faults and block corruptions.
• Zero: Again, the simplest approach is to implement no recovery strategy at all,
not even notifying clients that a failure has occurred.
• P ropagate: A straightforward recovery strategy is to propagate errors up through
the file system; the file system informs the application that an error occurred and
assumes the client program or user will respond appropriately to the problem.
• Stop: One way to recover from a disk failure is to stop the current file system
activity. This action can be taken at many different levels of granularity. At the
coarsest level, one can crash the entire machine. One positive feature is that this
recovery mechanism turns all detected disk failures into fail-stop failures and likely
preserves file system integrity. However, crashing assumes the problem is transient;
if the faulty block contains repeatedly-accessed data (e.g., a script run during initialization), the system may repeatedly reboot, attempt to access the unavailable
data, and crash again. At an intermediate level, one can kill only the process that
triggered the disk fault and subsequently mount the file system in a read-only mode.
This approach is advantageous in that it does not take down the entire system and
thus allows other processes to continue. At the finest level, a journaling file system
can abort only the current transaction. This approach is likely to lead to the most
available system, but may be more complex to implement.
• Guess: As recently suggested by Rinard et al. [91], another possible reaction
to a failed block read would be to manufacture a response, perhaps allowing the
system to keep running in spite of a failure. Such failure oblivious computing has
received attention from other researchers as well. For example, Qin et al. use similar techniques to transparently recover from software failures [87]. The negative is
that an artificial response may be less desirable than failing.
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• Retry: A simple response to failure is to retry the failed operation and recent
work shows that file systems do recover from most number of disk errors by simply retrying [45]. Retry can appropriately handle transient errors, but wastes time
retrying if the failure is indeed permanent.
• Repair: If an IRON file system can detect an inconsistency in its internal data
structures, it can likely repair them, just as fsck would. For example, a block
that is not pointed to, but is marked as allocated in a bitmap, could be freed. As
discussed above, such techniques are useful even in the context of journaling file
systems, as bugs may lead to corruption of file system integrity.
• Remap: IRON file systems can perform block remapping. This technique can
be used to fix errors that occur when writing a block, but cannot recover failed
reads. Specifically, when a write to a given block fails, the file system could choose
to simply write the block to another location. More sophisticated strategies could
remap an entire “semantic unit” at a time (e.g., a user file), thus preserving logical
contiguity.
• Redundancy: Finally, redundancy (in its many forms) can be used to recover
from block loss. The simplest form is replication, in which a given block has
two (or more) copies in different locations within a disk. Another redundancy
approach employs parity to facilitate error correction. Similar to RAID 4/5 [81], by
adding a parity block per block group, a file system can tolerate the unavailability
or corruption of one block in each such group. More complex encodings (e.g.,
Tornado codes [69]) could also be used, a subject worthy of future exploration.
However, redundancy within a disk can have negative consequences. First,
replicas must account for the spatial locality of failure (e.g., a surface scratch that
corrupts a sequence of neighboring blocks); hence, copies should be allocated
across remote parts of the disk, which can lower performance. Second, in-disk
redundancy techniques can incur a high space cost; however, in many desktop settings, drives have sufficient available free space [32].

2.5.4 Why IRON in the File System?
One natural question to ask is: why should the file system implement detection and
recovery instead of the disk? Perhaps modern disks, with their internal mechanisms
for detecting and recovering from errors, are sufficient.
In our view, the primary reason for detection and recovery within the file system
is found in the end-to-end argument [94]; even if the lower-levels of the system
implement some forms of fault tolerance, the file system must implement them as
well to guard against all forms of failure. For example, the file system is the only
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place that can detect corruption of data in higher levels of the storage stack (e.g.,
within the device driver or drive controller).
A second reason for implementing detection and recovery in the file system
is that the file system has exact knowledge of how blocks are currently being
used. Thus, the file system can apply detection and recovery intelligently across
different block types. For example, the file system can provide a higher level
of replication for its own metadata, perhaps leaving failure detection and correction of user data to applications (indeed, this is one specific solution that we explore in Section 5.2). Similarly, the file system can provide machinery to enable
application-controlled replication of important data, thus enabling an explicit performance/reliability trade-off.
A third reason is performance: file systems and storage systems have an “unwritten contract” [98] that allows the file system to lay out blocks to achieve high
bandwidth. For example, the unwritten contract stipulates that adjacent blocks in
the logical disk address space are physically proximate. Disk-level recovery mechanisms, such as remapping, break this unwritten contract and cause performance
problems. If the file system instead assumes this responsibility, it can itself remap
logically-related blocks (e.g., a file) and hence avoid such problems.
However, there are some complexities to placing IRON functionality in the
file system. First, some of these techniques require new persistent data structures
(e.g., to track where redundant copies or parity blocks are located). Second, some
mechanisms require control of the underlying drive mechanisms. For example, to
recover on-disk data, modern drives will attempt different positioning and reading
strategies [7]; no interface exists to control these different low-level strategies in
current systems. Third, a file system may not know the exact disk geometry, which
makes it harder to place redundant copies such that they tolerate spatially local
errors.

2.5.5 Doesn’t RAID Make Storage Reliable?
Another question that must be answered is: can’t we simply use RAID techniques
[81] to provide reliable and robust storage? We believe that while RAID can indeed
improve storage reliability, it is not a complete solution, for the following three
reasons.
First, not all systems incorporate more than one disk, the sine qua non of redundant storage systems. For example, desktop PCs currently ship with a single disk
included; because cost is a driving force in the marketplace, adding a $100 disk to
a $300 PC solely for the sake of redundancy is not a palatable solution.
Second, RAID alone does not protect against failures higher in the storage
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stack, as shown in Figure 2.1. Because many layers exist between the storage
subsystem and the file system, and errors can occur in these layers as well, the file
system must ultimately be responsible for detecting and perhaps recovering from
such errors. Ironically, a complex RAID controller can consist of millions of lines
of code [127], and hence be a source of faults itself.
Third, depending on the particular RAID system employed, not all types of
disk faults may be handled. For example, lower-end RAID controller cards do not
use checksums to detect data corruption, and only recently have some companies
included machinery to cope with latent sector faults [28].
Hence, we believe that IRON techniques within a file system are useful for
all single-disk systems, and even when multiple drives are used in a RAID-like
manner. Although we focus on single-disk systems in this paper, we believe there
is a rich space left for exploration between IRON file systems and redundant storage
arrays.
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Chapter 3

Background
Our failure policy analysis entirely focuses on journaling file systems as most modern file systems perform journaling. To understand the analysis methodology, it is
necessary that we understand the general concepts of journaling, transaction, and
checkpointing and some specific file system details like how the on-disk structures
are updated.
Journaling file systems, in order to maintain the file system integrity, use the
concept of transactions [46] and follow certain write ordering constraints when
they issue their updates. Depending upon the file system, transactions may be
composed of whole file system blocks or only modified records. In our analysis, we
examine five different journaling file systems. Four of them are open source: Linux
ext3 [121], ReiserFS [89], JFS [19], and XFS [112] and Windows NTFS [109] is
closed source. There are two reasons for selecting these file systems. First, they are
widely used being default file systems in several operating system configurations
(e.g., ext3 is the default file system in Red Hat Linux, ReiserFS in SuSE Linux
distribution, and NTFS in Windows NT, 2000, and XP). Second, in addition to
being used in personal computers, they are also used in high-end storage arrays [36,
50].
In this chapter, first we give a general introduction to journaling file systems
(Section 3.1) and then briefly discuss different commodity journaling file systems
(Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.5).

3.1 Journaling File Systems
When a file system update takes place, a set of blocks is written to the disk. Unfortunately, if the system crashes in the middle of the sequence of writes, the file

In writeback mode, data write can happen at any time
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Figure 3.1: Journaling Modes. The diagram depicts the three different journaling modes
supported in modern file systems: writeback, ordered, and data. In the diagram, time flows
downward. Boxes represent updates to the file system, e.g., “Journal (Inode)” implies the
write of an inode to the journal; the other destination for writes is labeled “Fixed”, which
is a write to the fixed in-place ext2 structures. An arrow labeled with a “Sync” implies that
the two blocks are written out in immediate succession synchronously, hence guaranteeing
the first completes before the second. A curved arrow indicates ordering but not immediate
succession; hence, the second write will happen at some later time. Finally, for writeback
mode, the dashed box around the “Fixed (Data)” block indicates that it may happen at any
time in the sequence. In this example, we consider a data block write and its inode as the
updates that need to be propagated to the file system; the diagrams show how the data flow
is different for each of the journaling modes.

system is left in an inconsistent state. To repair the inconsistency, earlier systems
such as FFS [71] and ext2 [26] scan the entire file system and perform integrity
checks using fsck [72] before mounting the file system again. This scan is a timeconsuming process and can take several hours for large file systems.
Journaling file systems avoid this expensive integrity check by recording some
extra information on the disk in the form of a write-ahead log or a journal [46].
By forcing journal updates to disk before updating complex file system structures,
this write-ahead logging technique enables efficient crash recovery; a simple scan
of the journal and a redo of any incomplete committed operations bring the file
system to a consistent state. During normal operation, the journal is treated as a
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circular buffer; once the necessary information has been propagated to its fixed
location structures, journal space can be reclaimed.
Journaling Modes: Modern journaling file systems such as ext3 and ReiserFS
present three flavors of journaling: writeback mode, ordered mode, and data journaling mode; Figure 3.1 illustrates the differences between these modes. The
choice of mode is made at mount time and can be changed via a remount.
In writeback mode, only file system metadata is journaled; data blocks are written directly to their fixed location. This mode does not enforce any ordering between the journal and fixed-location data writes, and because of this, writeback
mode has the weakest integrity and consistency semantics of the three modes. Although it guarantees integrity and consistency for file system metadata, it does not
provide any corresponding guarantees to the data blocks.
For example, assume a process appends a block to a file; internally, the file
system allocates a new pointer within the inode I and a new data block at address
D to hold the data. In writeback mode, the file system is free to write D at any
time, but is quite careful in how it updates I. Specifically, it will force a journal
record to disk containing I, followed by a commit block. Once the commit block is
written, the file system knows it can safely recover from a crash, and at some time
later will write I to its fixed location structures. However, if I makes it to the log
successfully, and a crash happens before D gets to disk, upon recovery I will point
to D but the contents of D will not be correct.
In ordered journaling mode, again only metadata writes are journaled; however,
data writes to their fixed location are ordered before the journal writes of the metadata. In contrast to writeback mode, this mode provides more sensible integrity
semantics where a metadata block is guaranteed not to point to a block that does
not belong to the file.
In continuing from our example above, D will be forced to its fixed location
before I is written to the journal. Thus, even with an untimely crash, the file system
will recover in a reasonable manner.
However, in ordered journaling mode, consistency between metadata and data
might be affected. For example, if a data block is overwritten and the system
crashes before writing the inode block to the journal, after recovery, the file system inode timestamps will be inconsistent with the recency of the data.
In full data journaling mode, the file system logs both metadata and data to
the journal. This decision implies that when a process writes a data block, it will
typically be written out to disk twice: once to the journal, and then later to its fixed
location. Data journaling mode provides the strongest integrity and consistency
guarantees; however, it has different performance characteristics, in some cases
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worse, and surprisingly, in some cases, better [84].
Transactions: Journaling file systems write their updates as part of a transaction
to disk. However, instead of considering each file system update as a separate
transaction, most modern file systems group many updates into a single compound
transaction that is periodically committed to disk. This approach is relatively simple to implement [121]. Compound transactions may have better performance than
more fine-grained transactions when the same structure is frequently updated in a
short period of time (e.g., a free space bitmap or an inode of a file that is constantly
being extended) [51].
When file systems write their updates to the journal, they either write a full
block, called physical journaling or write only the modified portion of the block,
called logical journaling. Physical journaling incurs more journal traffic because
even if a single bit is modified in a metadata block, the entire block is written to
the journal. On the other hand, logical journaling carefully writes only modified
records of file system structures and therefore, use the journal more efficiently.
However, fixed-location structures can become corrupt, for example, if the file system is checkpointing the metadata at the precise moment when the power goes
down (memory is more sensitive to power failures and can send garbages to disk
if the power fails while data is being DMA’ed to the disk). Physical journaling
has the advantage that if the fixed-location structures become corrupt, they can be
recovered by simply scanning and replaying the successfully committed transactions [119].
Checkpointing: The process of writing journaled metadata and data to their fixedlocations is known as checkpointing. Checkpointing is triggered when various
thresholds are crossed, e.g., when file system buffer space is low, when there is
little free space left in the journal, or when a timer expires.
Crash Recovery: Crash recovery is straightforward in many journaling file systems; a basic form of redo logging is used. Because new updates (whether to data
or just metadata) are written to the log, the process of restoring in-place file system
structures is easy. During recovery, the file system scans the log for committed
complete transactions; incomplete transactions are discarded. Each update in a
completed transaction is simply replayed into the fixed-place structures.

3.1.1 Ext3
Linux ext3 [121, 122] is the default journaling file system in several distributions of
Linux (e.g., Red Hat), and it is built as an extension to the ext2 file system. In ext3,
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Figure 3.2: Ext3 Layout. The picture shows the layout of an ext3 file system. The disk
address space is broken down into a series of block groups (akin to FFS cylinder groups),
each of which has bitmaps to track allocations and regions for inodes and data blocks.
The ext3 journal is depicted here as a file within the first block group of the file system;
it contains a superblock, various descriptor blocks to describe its contents, and commit
blocks to denote the ends of transactions.

data and metadata are eventually placed into the standard ext2 structures, which
are the fixed-location structures. In this organization (which is loosely based on
FFS [71]), the disk is split into a number of block groups; within each block group
are bitmaps, inode blocks, and data blocks. The ext3 journal (or log) is commonly
stored as a file within the file system, although it can be stored on a separate device
or partition. Figure 3.2 depicts the ext3 on-disk layout.
Ext3 Journal Structure: Ext3 supports all the three journaling modes and uses
additional metadata structures to track the list of journaled blocks. The journal
superblock tracks summary information for the journal, such as the block size and
head and tail pointers. A journal descriptor block marks the beginning of a transaction and describes the subsequent journaled blocks, including their final fixed
on-disk location. In data journaling mode, the descriptor block is followed by the
data and metadata blocks; in ordered and writeback mode, the descriptor block
is followed by the metadata blocks. In all modes, ext3 logs full blocks (physical
journaling), as opposed to differences from old versions; thus, even a single bit
change in a bitmap results in the entire bitmap block being logged. Depending
upon the size of the transaction, multiple descriptor blocks each followed by the
corresponding data and metadata blocks may be logged. Finally, a journal commit
block is written to the journal at the end of the transaction; once the commit block
is written, the journaled data can be recovered without loss.
Ext3 Transactions: Ext3 maintains a single, system-wide, compound transaction into which all the file system updates are added and committed. Although
group commit improves performance, it can potentially result in combining unrelated updates, which can lead to a tangled synchrony between asynchronous and
synchronous traffic in the file system [84]. Ext3 commits and checkpoints transactions under the influence of three factors: application initiated synchronization
calls, journal size, and commit timer settings.
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3.1.2 ReiserFS
ReiserFS [89] is the default journaling file system under certain distributions of
Linux such as SuSE. The general behavior of ReiserFS is similar to ext3. For example, both file systems support all the three journaling modes, both have compound
transactions, and both perform physical journaling. However, ReiserFS differs from
ext3 in three primary ways.
First, the two file systems use different on-disk structures to track their fixedlocation data. Ext3 uses the same structures as ext2; for improved scalability, ReiserFS uses a B+ tree, in which data is stored on the leaves of the tree and the metadata
is stored on the internal nodes. Since the impact of the fixed-location data structures
is not the focus of this thesis, this difference is largely irrelevant.
Second, the format of the journal is slightly different. In ext3, the journal can
be a file, which may be anywhere in the partition and may not be contiguous. The
ReiserFS journal is not a file and is instead a contiguous sequence of blocks at
the beginning of the file system; as in ext3, the ReiserFS journal can be put on a
different device. Further, ReiserFS limits the journal to a maximum of 32 MB.
Third, ext3 and ReiserFS differ slightly in their journal contents. In ReiserFS,
the fixed locations for the blocks in the transaction are stored not only in the descriptor block but also in the commit block. Also, unlike ext3, ReiserFS uses only
one descriptor block in every compound transaction, which limits the number of
blocks that can be grouped in a transaction.

3.1.3 JFS
JFS is a journaling file system developed by IBM, which was designed with the
journaling support fully integrated from the start rather than adding it later. The
journal is located, by default, at the end of the partition and is treated as a contiguous sequence of blocks [18]. One cannot specify any journaling mode during the
file system mount.
In a previous work, we infer that JFS uses ordered journaling mode [84]. Due to
the small amount of traffic to the journal, it was obvious that it was not employing
data journaling. To differentiate between writeback and ordered modes, we observe
that the ordering of writes matched that of ordered mode. That is, when a data block
is written by the application, JFS orders the write such that the data block is written
successfully before the metadata writes are issued.
JFS does logging at the record level (logical journaling). That is, whenever an
inode, index tree, or directory tree structure changes, only that structure is logged
instead of the entire block containing the structure. As a result, JFS writes fewer
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journal blocks than ext3 and ReiserFS for the same operations.
JFS does not by default group concurrent updates into a single compound transaction although, there are circumstances in which transactions are grouped: for
example, if the write commit records are on the same log page.
Finally, there are no commit timers in JFS and the fixed-location writes happen
whenever the Linux kernel timer (i.e., the kupdate daemon) expires. However,
the journal writes are never triggered by the timer: journal writes are indefinitely
postponed until there is another trigger such as memory pressure or an unmount
operation. This infinite write delay can limit reliability, as a crash can result in data
loss even for data that was written minutes or hours before.

3.1.4 XFS
XFS is a 64-bit journaling file system developed by SGI. XFS supports only ordered
journaling mode and data/writeback journaling modes are not present [112]. Similar to JFS, XFS journals only records in the log instead of writing whole blocks.
Since only records are logged, XFS has no separate journal commit block; a journal block contains different types of records and a commit record is one of them.
Also, there is no separate journal super block. Usually, the journal super block
(or its equivalent) stores the ‘dirty’ state of the journal, which is used to determine
whether the journal has to be replayed on a mount. In XFS, on every mount, the log
is searched to find any transaction that needs to be replayed. On a clean unmount,
XFS writes an ‘unmount’ record into the journal to mark the journal as clean.
The fixed-location structures of XFS consist of allocation groups where each
allocation group manages its own inodes and free space. Since each allocation
group is, in effective, an independent entity, the kernel can interact with multiple
groups simultaneously. Internally, each allocation group uses B+ trees to keep track
of data and metadata.

3.1.5 NTFS
Microsoft’s NTFS is a widely used (and default) journaling file system on Windows operating systems such as NT, 2000, and XP. Although the source code or
documentation of NTFS is not publicly available, tools for finding the NTFS file
layout exist [2].
Every object in NTFS is a file. Even metadata is stored in terms of files. The
journal itself is a file and is located almost at the center of the file system. In a
related work, we find that NTFS does not implement data journaling [84]. We
find that NTFS, similar to JFS and XFS, does logical journaling, where it journals
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metadata in terms of records. We also infer that NTFS performs ordered journaling
by introducing artificial delays on data writes and noting the corresponding delays
on metadata writes as well.
File
System
Ext3
ReiserFS
JFS
XFS
NTFS

Data
√
√

Journaling Mode
Ordered Writeback
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Granularity
Physical
Physical
Logical
Logical
Logical

Table 3.1: Journaling File Systems Summary. This table gives a summary of the journaling properties of commodity journaling file systems. Although ext3 and ReiserFS support
all the three journaling modes, ordered journaling mode is the default one.

3.1.6 File System Summary
The Table 3.1 summarizes the salient features of various journaling file systems.
Although, ext3 and ReiserFS support all the three journaling modes, ordered journaling is the default mode in both the file systems.
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Chapter 4

Failure Policy Analysis and
Results
In this chapter, we describe the file system failure policy analysis. Broadly, there
are two ways to unearth the failure policies. One, by examining the source code
to understand what detection and recovery techniques are used by a file system
under different failure scenarios. Two, by injecting failures and monitoring how
failures are handled. The first approach is time consuming and error prone due to
the large code base consisting of several thousands (even hundreds of thousands for
commercial file systems) of lines of intricate code involving lots of low-level calls.
Instead, we use a unique Semantic Failure Analysis (SFA) technique, wherein we
use block type information and transactional semantics to fail particular blocks in
order to understand how file systems handle different block failures.
We analyze five different journaling file systems (Linux ext3, ReiserFS, JFS,
XFS, and Windows NTFS) and from our analysis we draw the following main
conclusions: (a) Commodity file systems store little or no redundant information
on disk. As a result, they are not able to recover when portions of a disk fail. (b) We
find illogical inconsistency in file system failure handling policies. (c) Finally, we
find several bugs in failure handling routines, which show that it is hard to handle
block failures in a logically consistent manner.
We begin by explaining the failure analysis, which uses semantic block level
information (Section 4.1), followed by a description of our analysis methodology
(Section 4.2), and finally present the results (Section 4.3).
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4.1 Semantic Block-level Information
The concept of using semantic block-level information is quite simple: use file
system level semantic knowledge about block types along with low-level block I/O
to perform file system performance and failure analysis. This builds on our previous
work on “semantically-smart” disk systems [10, 12, 105, 106, 108]. We use a
pseudo-device driver to interpose on the file system traffic to disk and apply file
system semantics to block I/Os. We discuss how we use the semantic information
in detail below.
Semantic Block Analysis: File systems have traditionally been evaluated using
one of two approaches; either one applies synthetic or real workloads and measures
the resulting file system performance [23, 61, 73, 75, 76] or one collects traces to
understand how file systems are used [8, 13, 77, 92, 123, 131]. However, performing each in isolation misses an interesting opportunity: by correlating the observed
disk traffic with the running workload and with performance, one can often answer
why a given workload behaves as it does.
Block-level tracing of disk traffic allows one to analyze a number of interesting
properties of the file system and workload. First, at the coarsest granularity, one
can record the quantity of disk traffic and how it is divided between reads and
writes; for example, such information is useful for understanding how file system
caching and write buffering affect performance. Second, at a more detailed level,
one can track the block number of each block that is read or written; by analyzing
the block numbers, one can see the extent to which traffic is sequential or random.
Finally, one can analyze the timing of each block; with timing information, one can
understand when the file system initiates a burst of traffic.
By combining block-level analysis with semantic information about those blocks,
one can infer much more about the behavior of the file system and we call this approach Semantic Block Analysis (SBA) [84]. For example, by simply quantifying
the journal traffic under various journal sizes and measuring the application bandwidth, one can understand the role played by journal sizes on journal commit policy [84]. The main difference between SBA and more standard block-level tracing
is that SBA understands the on-disk format of the file system under test.
Semantic Failure Analysis: In addition to understanding the performance behaviors, block type information can also be used for fault injection purposes. Many
standard fault injectors [24, 104] fail disk blocks in a type oblivious manner; that
is, a block is failed regardless of how it is being used by the file system. However,
repeatedly injecting faults into random blocks and waiting to uncover new aspects
of the failure policy would be a laborious and time-consuming process, likely yield-
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ing little insight.
The key idea that allows us to test a file system in a relatively efficient and
thorough manner is Semantic Failure Analysis (SFA). In semantic failure analysis,
instead of failing blocks obliviously, we fail blocks of a specific type (e.g., inode
block) or at a particular transactional state (e.g., ordered data block). Semantic
information is crucial in reverse-engineering failure policy, allowing us to discern
the different strategies that a file system applies for its different data structures. The
disadvantage of our approach is that the fault injector must be tailored to each file
system tested and requires a solid understanding of on-disk structures. However,
we believe that the benefits of SFA clearly outweigh these complexities.

4.1.1 Alternative Techniques
One might believe that directly instrumenting a file system to obtain timing information, disk traces, and inject faults would be equivalent or superior to SBA and
SFA that use a pseudo-device driver. We believe this is not the case for several reasons. First, to directly instrument the file system, one needs source code for that file
system and one must re-instrument new versions as they are released; in contrast,
SBA and SFA do not require file system source, and much of the driver code can
be reused across file systems and versions (Section 4.2.5). Second, when directly
instrumenting the file system, one may accidentally miss some of the conditions
for which disk blocks are written; however, the pseudo-device driver is guaranteed
to see all disk traffic. Finally, instrumenting existing code may accidentally change
the behavior of that code [129]; an efficient driver will likely have no impact on file
system behavior (Section 4.2.5).
In summary, semantic block-level information can be used for various purposes: to understand performance problems, fingerprint file system parameters,
uncover design flaws or correctness bugs, and perform failure policy analysis using
type-aware fault injection. In the following sections, we focus only on the failure
policy aspect of the technique.

4.2 Failure Policy Analysis Methodology
Next, we describe the overall methodology we use for analyzing the failure policies
of journaling file systems. Our basic approach is quite simple: we inject “disk
faults” beneath the file system at certain key points during its operation and observe
its resultant behavior.
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4.2.1 Failure Policy Fingerprinting
Our main objective in failure-policy fingerprinting is to determine which detection
and recovery techniques each file system uses and the assumptions each makes
about how the underlying storage system can fail. By comparing the failure policies across file systems, we can learn not only which file systems are the most
robust to disk failures, but also suggest improvements for each. Our analysis will
also be helpful for inferring which IRON techniques can be implemented the most
effectively.
Our approach is to inject faults just beneath the file system and observe how
the file system reacts. We follow slightly different methodology for write and read
failure analysis. To inject write failures, we first construct an analytical model of
the transaction update process in journaling file systems and inject faults at various
points in the model. Specifically, in order to maintain the file system consistency,
journaling file systems update their file system structures following certain ordering constraints. That is, file system updates are first written to the journal as part
of a transaction, which are followed by a commit write to mark the transaction as
complete. Once the transaction is successfully written, the fixed-location structures
are modified at a later point in time. We model this ordering using a simple analytical model and inject failures at specific points in the model. In addition to unearth
the failure policy, this approach also enables us to evaluate if a file system follows
journaling semantics in the presence of errors. However, file systems issue reads
without any ordering constraints as they do not change the on-disk state. Therefore,
for read failure and block corruption analysis, we simply fail (or corrupt) different
file system block type reads.
If the fault policy is entirely consistent within a file system, this could be done
quite simply; we could run any workload, fail one of the blocks that is accessed,
and conclude that the reaction to this block failure fully demonstrates the failure
policy of the system. However, file systems are in practice more complex: they
employ different techniques depending upon the operation performed and the type
of the faulty block.
Therefore, to extract the failure policy of a system, we must trigger as many
interesting cases as possible. Our challenge is to coerce the file system down its
different code paths to observe how each path handles failure. This requires that we
run workloads exercising all relevant code paths in combination with induced faults
on all file system data structures. Although we do not claim to stress every code
path, we do strive to execute as many of the interesting internal cases as possible.
Overall, our failure policy analysis consists of three major steps: create the
right workload, inject faults, and deduce failure policy. We describe each of these
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Workload
Singlets:
access, chdir, chroot,
stat, statfs, lstat, open,
utimes, read, readlink,
getdirentries, creat,
link, mkdir, rename, chown,
symlink, write, truncate,
rmdir, unlink, mount,
chmod, fsync, sync, umount
Generics:
Path traversal
Recovery
Log writes

Purpose

Exercise the
Posix API

Traverse hierarchy
Invoke recovery
Update journal

Table 4.1: Workloads. The table presents the workloads applied to the file systems under
test. The first set of workloads each stresses a single system call, whereas the second group
invokes general operations that span many of the calls (e.g., path traversal).

steps in detail.

4.2.2 Applied Workload
Our workload suite contains two sets of programs that run on U NIX-based file
systems (fingerprinting NTFS requires a different set of similar programs). The
first set of programs, called singlets, each focus upon a single call in the file system
API (e.g., mkdir). The second set, generics, stresses functionality common across
the API (e.g., path traversal). Table 4.1 summarizes the test suite.
Certain workload requires an already existing file, directory or a symbolic link
as its parameter. For example, the stat POSIX call takes a file path as an input,
searches the parent directories, and returns information about the specified file.
Before running such workloads, we must first create the files and directories that
are necessary. In case of injecting read faults, it is necessary to clear the file system
buffer cache so that the on-disk copy will be read by the workload.
Each file system under test also introduces special cases that must be stressed.
For example, the ext3 inode uses an imbalanced tree with indirect, doubly-indirect,
and triply-indirect pointers, to support large files; hence, our workloads ensure that
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Ext3 Structures
inode
directory
data bitmap
inode bitmap
indirect
data
super
group descriptor
journal super
journal revoke
journal descriptor
journal commit
journal data

Purpose
Info about files and directories
List of files in directory
Tracks data blocks per group
Tracks inodes per group
Allows for large files to exist
Holds user data
Contains info about file system
Holds info about each block group
Describes journal
Tracks blocks that will not be replayed
Describes contents of transaction
Marks the end of a transaction
Contains blocks that are journaled

Table 4.2: Ext3 Data Structures. The table presents the data structures of interest in ext3
file system. In the table, we list the names of the major structures and their purpose.

sufficiently large files are created to access these structures. Other file systems
have similar peculiarities that we make sure to exercise (e.g., the B+-tree balancing code of ReiserFS). The block types of the file systems we test are listed in
Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.

4.2.3 Fault Injection
Our second step is to inject faults that emulate a disk adhering to the fail-partial
failure model. We use type aware fault injection technique to inject faults in the
disk traffic. We discuss the error model and fault injection framework used in the
following sections.
Error Model
In our error model, we assume that the latent faults or block corruption originate
from any of the layers of the storage stack. These errors can be accurately modeled through software-based fault injection because in Linux, all detected low-level
errors are reported to the file system in a uniform manner as “I/O errors” at the
device-driver layer.
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ReiserFS Structures
leaf node
stat item
directory item
direct item
indirect item
data bitmap
data
super
journal header
journal descriptor
journal commit
journal data
root/internal node

Purpose
Contains items of various kinds
Info about files and directories
List of files in directory
Holds small files or tail of file
Allows for large files to exist
Tracks data blocks
Holds user data
Contains info about tree and file system
Describes journal
Describes contents of transaction
Marks end of transaction
Contains blocks that are journaled
Used for tree traversal

Table 4.3: ReiserFS Data Structures. The table presents the ReiserFS data structures of
interest and their purpose.

JFS Structures
inode
directory
block alloc map
inode alloc map
internal
data
super
journal super
journal data
aggregate inode
bmap descriptor
imap control

Purpose
Info about files and directories
List of files in directory
Tracks data blocks per group
Tracks inodes per group
Allows for large files to exist
Holds user data
Contains info about file system
Describes journal
Contains records of transactions
Contains info about disk partition
Describes block allocation map
Summary info about imaps

Table 4.4: JFS Data Structures. The table presents the JFS data structures of interest and
their purpose.
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XFS Structures
super
journal record header
start transaction
journal commit record
unmount record
data

Purpose
Contains info about file system
Marks a journal record
Records the beginning of a transaction
Marks the end of a transaction
Marks the journal as clean
Holds user data

Table 4.5: XFS Data Structures. The table presents the XFS data structures of interest
and their purpose.

NTFS Structures
MFT record
directory
volume bitmap
MFT bitmap
logfile
data
boot file

Purpose
Info about files/directories
List of files in directory
Tracks free logical clusters
Tracks unused MFT records
The transaction log file
Holds user data
Contains info about NTFS volume

Table 4.6: NTFS Data Structures. The table presents the NTFS data structures of interest
and their purpose.
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The errors we inject into the block write stream have three different attributes,
similar to the classification of faults injected into the Linux kernel by Gu et al. [49].
The fault specification consists of the following attributes:
Failure Type: This specifies whether a read or write must be failed. If it is a read
error, one can specify either a latent sector fault or block corruption. Additional
information such as whether the system must be crashed before or after certain
block failure can also be specified.
Block Type: This attribute specifies the file system and block type to be failed.
The request to be failed can be a dynamically-typed one (like a directory block) or
a statically typed one (like a super block). Specific parameters can also be passed
such as an inode number of an inode to be corrupted or a particular block number
to be failed.
Transience: This determines whether the fault that is injected is a transient error
(i.e., fails for the next N requests, but then succeeds), or a permanent one (i.e., fails
upon all subsequent requests).
Fault Injection Framework
Our testing framework is shown in Figure 4.1(a). It consists of two main components; a device driver called the fault-injection driver and a user-level process
labeled the coordinator. The driver is positioned between the file system and the
disk and is used to observe I/O traffic from the file system and to inject faults at
certain points in the I/O stream. The coordinator monitors and controls the entire
process by informing the driver as to which specific fault to insert, running workloads on top of the file system, and then observing the resultant behavior. We use
a similar fault injection framework for NTFS in Windows, where a filter driver is
used to interpose on the file system traffic.
A flow diagram of the benchmarking process is shown in Figure 4.1(b). We
now describe the entire process in detail.
The Fault-Injection Driver: The fault-injection driver (or just “driver”) is a pseudodevice driver, and hence appears as a typical block device to the file system. It is
placed in the Linux kernel and associated with a real disk. The file system of interest is mounted on top of the pseudo-device and the driver simply interposes upon
all I/O requests to the real underlying disk. As the driver passes the traffic to and
from the disk, it also efficiently tracks each request and response by storing a small
record in a fixed-sized circular buffer.
The driver has three main roles in our system. First, it must classify each block
that is written to disk based on its type (i.e., what specific file-system data struc-
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Figure 4.1: Benchmarking Framework and Algorithm Flow. Figure (a) shows the
benchmarking framework we use to measure the fault tolerance of journaling file systems
to I/O failures. The two main components in the figure are the user level process that issues
the fault and the fault-injection driver that classifies blocks and injects faults. Figure (b)
shows a simplified flowchart of our benchmarking algorithm that is implemented by the
fault-injection driver.

ture this write represents). For example, one must interpret the contents of the
journal to infer the type of journal block (e.g., a descriptor or commit block) and
one must interpret the journal descriptor block to know which data blocks are journaled. Therefore, it is necessary that we interpret the semantics online so that block
failures can be injected correctly. We explain the complexity and overhead of this
classification in Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.5.
Second, the driver must “model” what the journaling file system above is doing.
Specifically, for write failures, such a model represents the correct sequence of
states that a transaction must go through in committing to disk. For read failures, it
is sufficient to correctly interpret the file system block types. By inserting failures
for specific block types and transactional states, we can observe how the file system
handles different types of faults and better judge if it correctly handles the faults
we have injected.
Third, the driver is used to inject faults into the system. This layer injects both
block faults (on reads or writes) and block corruption (on reads). To emulate a block
fault, we simply return the appropriate error code and do not issue the operation to
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the underlying disk. To emulate corruption, we change bits within the block before
returning the data; in some cases we inject random noise, whereas in other cases
we use a block similar to the expected one but with one or more corrupted fields.
The software layer also models both transient and sticky faults.
By injecting failures just below the file system, we emulate faults that could be
caused by any of the layers in the storage subsystem. Therefore, unlike approaches
that emulate faulty disks using additional hardware [24], we can imitate faults introduced by buggy device drivers and controllers. A drawback of our approach
is that it does not discern how lower layers handle disk faults; for example, some
SCSI drivers retry commands after a failure [90]. However, given that we are characterizing how file systems react to faults, we believe this is the correct layer for
fault injection.
The Coordinator: The coordinator monitors the entire benchmarking process. It
first inserts the fault-injection driver into the Linux kernel. Then, the coordinator
constructs the file system, passes a fault specification to the driver, spawns a child
process to run the workload, and looks for errors. The driver and the coordinator
communicate through the Linux ioctl interface to exchange information such as
the fault specification and disk traffic observed by the driver.
Errors can manifest themselves in numerous locales, so we must log all such
errors and have the coordinator collate them. Specifically, the child process may
receive errors from the file system, the driver may observe errors in the sequence of
state transitions, and the coordinator itself must look through system logs to look
for other errors reported by the file system but not reflected to the calling child
process.
Each of our fault injection experiment proceeds as follows: the file system
to be tested is freshly created and mounted in one of the three journaling modes.
For write failure analysis, the journaling mode information is passed to the driver,
which then selects the appropriate analytical model internally. After specifying
the journaling mode, the files and directories needed for the testing are created in
the clean file system. Depending on the type of the block to fail, the coordinator
constructs a fault specification (which contains the attributes described in §4.2.3)
and passes it to the fault-injection driver. Then, the coordinator runs a controlled
workload (e.g., creating a file or directory) as a child process that would generate
the block write to be failed. For write failure analysis, based on the journaling mode
and the blocks written by the file system, the driver moves internally from one state
to another in its journaling model. When the expected block is read or written by
the file system, the driver injects the fault by failing or corrupting that block I/O.
The driver also records any file system I/O that violate the journaling model. Once
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the fault is injected, the coordinator collects the error logs from the child process,
system log, and the driver.

4.2.4 Failure Policy Inference
After running a workload and injecting a fault, the final step is to determine how the
file system behaved. To determine how a fault affected the file system, we compare
the results of running with and without the fault. We perform this comparison
across all observable outputs from the system: the error codes and data returned
by the file system API, the contents of the system log, and the low-level I/O traces
recorded by the fault-injection layer. Currently, this is the most human-intensive
part of the process, as it requires manual inspection of the visible outputs.
In certain cases, if we identify an anomaly in the failure policy, we check the
source code to verify specific conclusions; however, given its complexity, it is not
feasible to infer failure policy only through code inspection.
We collect large volumes of results in terms of traces and error logs for each
fault injection experiment we run. Due to the sheer volume of experimental data, it
is difficult to present all results for the reader’s inspection. We represent file system
failure policies using a unique representation called failure policy graphs, which is
similar to the one shown in Figure 4.2.
In Figure 4.2, we plot the different workloads on x-axis and the file system data
structures on y-axis. If applicable, each <row, column> entry presents the IRON
detection or recovery technique used by a file system. If not applicable (i.e., if the
workload does not generate the particular block type traffic), a gray box is used.
The symbols are superimposed when multiple mechanisms are employed by a file
system.
Next, we explain how the entries in Figure 4.2 must be interpreted by walking
through an example. Specifically, consider the entry for workload “W1” and “D5”
data structure. It has three symbols superimposed: retry (RRetry ), error propagation
(RP ropagate ) and finally, a file system stop (RStop ). This means that whenever an
I/O to “D5” fails during workload “W1”, the file system first retries and if that fails,
stops and propagates the error to the application.
We use failure policy graphs not only to present our analysis results but also
throughout this thesis to represent the failure policies of different versions of IRON
file systems we build.
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Figure 4.2: Example Failure Policy Graph. The figure presents a sample failure policy
graph. A gray box indicates that the workload is not applicable for the block type. If
multiple mechanisms are observed, the symbols are superimposed.
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Figure 4.3: Journaling Models. This figure shows the models that we use for verifying
the different journaling modes. Each model is built based on a regular expression and then
the state S3, which represents the state that is reached on any write failure, is added to it.
In the above models, J represents journal writes, D represents data writes, C represents
journal commit writes, K represents checkpoint writes, S represents journal super block
writes, and F represents any write failure.

4.2.5 Journaling Models
We now describe how we model journaling file systems for write failures. As explained in Section 3.1, there are three different journaling modes. Each of these
journaling modes differs from the other by the type of data it journals and the order
in which it writes the blocks. We build a model for each of the journaling modes
based on its functionality. The models represent the journaling modes by specifying the type of data they accept and the order in which the data must be written. For
example, the model for ordered journaling mode specifies that ordered data must
be written before the metadata is committed to the log.
We build the models as follows. First, we construct a regular expression for
each journaling mode. We use regular expressions because they can represent the
journaling modes concisely and they are easy to construct and understand. Then,
we build a model based on the regular expression. Figure 4.3 shows the models
for each journaling mode. The journaling models consist of different states. These
states represent the state of on-disk file system. The on-disk file system moves from
one state to another based on the type of write it receives from the file system. We
keep track of this state change by moving correspondingly in the model.
We explain briefly the regular expression for each journaling mode. Let, J represent journal writes, D represent data writes, C represent journal commit writes,
S represent journal super block writes, K represent checkpoint data writes and F
represent any write failures.
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Data Journaling:
expression:

Data journaling can be expressed by the following regular

((J + C)+ (K ∗ S ∗ )∗ )+ .
In data journaling mode, all the file system writes are journaled (represented by J)
and there are no ordered or unordered writes. After writing o ne or more journal
blocks, a commit block (represented by C) is written by the file system to mark the
end of the transaction. The file system could write one or more such transactions
to the log. Once the transactions are committed, the file system might write the
checkpoint blocks (represented by K) to their fixed locations or the journal super
block (represented by S) to mark the new head and tail of the journal. We convert
this regular expression to a state diagram as shown in Figure 4.3(a) and add the
failure state S3 to it.
Ordered Journaling: Ordered journaling can be expressed by the following regular expression:
(((D ∗ J + D∗ )+ C)+ (K ∗ S ∗ )∗ )+ .
In ordered mode, data (D) must be written before metadata blocks are committed
to the journal. Note that the data blocks can be issued in parallel with the journal
writes (J) but all of those writes must be complete before the commit block (C) is
written. Once the commit block is written, the transaction is over. There could be
one or more such transactions. Similar to data journaling, the file system can write
the checkpoint blocks (K) or the journal super block (S) after the transactions. This
regular expression is converted into a state diagram and a failure state S3 is added
to it as shown in Figure 4.3(b).
Writeback Journaling: Writeback journaling is given by the following regular
expression:
(((D ∗ J + D ∗ )+ C)+ (K ∗ D ∗ S ∗ )∗ )+ .
In writeback journaling mode, the data (D) can be written at any time by the file
system. It can be written before the journal writes (J) or after them. Once the
journal writes are complete, a commit block (C) is written. After the transaction is
committed, the file system can write the journal super block (S) or the checkpoint
blocks (K) or the unordered writes (D). The writeback journaling model in Figure 4.3(c) is obtained by taking this regular expression and adding the state S3 to
it.
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Code
SBA Generic
SBA FS Specific
SBA Total

Detailed Analysis
Ext3 ReiserFS JFS
1940
1940 1940
463
358
509
2403
2298 2449

Preliminary Analysis
XFS
NTFS
1940
448
450
179
2390
627

Table 4.7: Code Size of Fault Injection Drivers. The number of C statements (counted as
the number of semicolons) needed to perform a thorough failure policy analysis for ext3,
ReiserFS, and JFS and a preliminary analysis for XFS and NTFS. Our XFS and NTFS
analysis are preliminary because we do not run all the workloads and fail all the data
structures in these file systems.

Complexity of Fault Injection Driver
The fault injection driver is customized to the file system under test. One concern
is the amount of information that must be embedded within the driver for each file
system. Given that the focus is on understanding all the block types, our drivers
are embedded with enough information to interpret the placement and contents of
journal, metadata, and data blocks. We now analyze the complexity of the driver
for four Linux journaling file systems, ext3, ReiserFS, JFS and XFS, and Windows
NTFS.
Journaling file systems have both a journal, where transactions are temporarily
recorded, and fixed-location data structures, where data permanently reside. Our
SBA driver distinguishes between the traffic sent to the journal and to the fixedlocation data structures. This traffic is simple to distinguish in ReiserFS, JFS, XFS,
and NTFS because the journal is a set of contiguous blocks, separate from the rest
of the file system. However, to be backward compatible with ext2, ext3 can treat
the journal as a regular file. Thus, to determine which blocks belong to the journal,
fault injection driver uses its knowledge of inodes and indirect blocks; given that the
journal does not change location after it has been created, this classification remains
efficient at run-time. The driver is also able to classify the different types of journal
blocks such as the descriptor block, journal data block, and commit block.
To perform useful analysis of journaling file systems, the driver does not have
to understand any of the in-core data structures of the file systems. Moreover, the
driver does not know anything about the policies or parameters of the file system.
Table 4.7 reports the number of C statements required to implement the fault
injection driver. These numbers show that most of the code in the driver (i.e., 1940
statements for Linux and 448 statements for Windows) is for general infrastructure;
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only between approximately 350 and 500 statements are needed to support different
journaling file systems.
Overhead of Fault Injection
In this section, we describe the overheads of classifying the file system traffic into
different block types as incurred by the driver. The processing and memory overheads due to the driver are minimal. For every I/O request, the following operations
are performed by the driver:
• A block number comparison to find out certain file system block types. First,
block numbers can be used to identify whether a block belongs to the journal or
fixed-location. Journaling file systems typically allocate the journal as a contiguous set of blocks on disk in order to improve the sequential write performance.
Therefore, a simple boundary check can classify journal traffic from fixed-location
traffic. However, since journal is created as a file in ext3, the driver compares the
I/O block number with the block numbers of the journal file to distinguish journal
traffic from others. This comparison is performed efficiently by using hash tables
within the driver. Second, the block number comparison can also give information
about certain statically assigned block types. For example, in ext3, inode block locations are statically assigned during file system creation. By comparing the block
number with the static inode table on disk, the driver can find if a request is issued
to an inode block.
• Verifying the contents of the block to understand other file system block
types. For example in ext3, the driver checks for certain magic number on the
journal blocks to distinguish journal metadata from journal data. The driver also
uses the contents to identify other block types such as directories whose locations
are dynamically allocated at run time by the file system.
The fault injection driver also stores a small trace of records for each I/O with
details like read or write, block number, block type, time of issue and completion,
and whether the fault is injected for that block. Each trace record takes about 50
bytes and is stored in an internal circular buffer. After fault injection experiments,
the coordinator collects the block-level trace for further analysis.
We run the fault injection experiments on a relatively small file system size
(about 250 MB). Note that even with a small file system, it is possible to exercise
certain data structures such as the triple indirect block in ext3, which is created
only for large file sizes. We do this by creating a file with lots of “holes” and
only few actual blocks in it. Therefore, recreating the file system for each new
testing does not take much time and each fault injection experiment takes only a
few seconds. However, when a system crash is induced to analyze the file system
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Figure 4.4: Fault Injection Example. This figure shows the sequence of steps followed
by the fault-injection driver to track transaction writes in ordered journaling mode and fail
the commit block write.

recovery properties, the fault injection can take up to a few minutes if the system
needs to be rebooted. Since a system crash is caused only on few experiments, it
did not add much overhead to the analysis.

4.2.6 Putting it All Together:
An Example of Fault Injection
We conclude this methodology section with an example of how a fault is injected
using the journaling model. Figure 4.4 shows the sequence of steps followed by the
fault-injection driver to track the file system writes and inject the fault. In this example, we consider failing a commit block write of a transaction in ordered journaling
mode. Each step in the figure captures a transition to a different state. Initially,
the transaction starts with a set of ordered data writes (Figure 4.4a). After the data
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writes, the journal blocks are logged (Figure 4.4b). The commit block is written
after all the data and journal writes are complete and it is failed (Figure 4.4c). The
file system can be oblivious to this commit block failure and continue to checkpoint the journaled blocks (Figure 4.4d). Or, the file system can recognize this
failure and take steps to prevent file system corruption by moving to state S3 (Figure 4.4e). In state S3, the file system could abort the failed transaction, or do bad
block remapping, or remount itself read-only, or crash the system.
From the example, we can see that it is not sufficient to know just the block
types to inject faults in file system requests. Without the model, the fault-injection
driver cannot determine if the requests following a write failure belong to the failed
transaction or to new transactions from the file system. By keeping track of the
writes using the journaling model, the fault-injection driver can explain why a particular block write failure leads to certain file system errors.

4.2.7 Summary
We have developed a three-step fingerprinting methodology to determine file system failure policy. We believe our approach strikes a good balance: it is straightforward to run and yet exercises the file system under test quite thoroughly. Our
workload suite contains roughly 30 programs, each file system has on the order of
10 to 20 different block types, and each block can be failed on a read or a write or
have its data corrupted. For each file system, this amounts to roughly 400 relevant
tests.

4.3 Failure Policy Analysis Results
We now present the results of our failure policy analysis for five commodity file
systems: ext3, ReiserFS (version 3), IBM’s JFS, and XFS on Linux and NTFS on
Windows. For each file system, we discuss the general failure policy we uncovered
along with bugs and illogical inconsistencies; where appropriate and available, we
also look at source code to better explain the problems we discover.
For each file system that we studied in depth, we present failure policy graphs
of our results, showing for each workload/block type pair how a given detection or
recovery technique is used. Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 present a (complex) graphical
depiction of our results. Totally, there are six graphs in each figure, three each
for detection and recovery policies. Among the three graphs, one graph each is
plotted for read failures, write failures, and block corruption results. Under certain
columns, we collapse multiple workloads into a single entry if the disk traffic and
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failure handling by the file system is same for all those workloads. We now provide
a qualitative summary of the results that are presented within the figure.

4.3.1 Linux ext3

Key for Detection
DZero
− DErrorCode
|
DSanity

Key for Recovery
RZero
/
RRetry
− RP ropagate
\
RRedundancy
|
RStop

Table 4.8: Keys for Detection and Recovery. The table presents the keys we use to represent the detection and recovery policies in file systems.

Detection
To detect read failures, ext3 primarily uses error codes (DErrorCode ). However,
when a write fails, ext3 does not record the error code (DZero ); hence, write errors
are often ignored, potentially leading to serious file system problems (e.g., when
checkpointing a transaction to its final location). Ext3 also performs a fair amount
of sanity checking (DSanity ). For example, ext3 explicitly performs type checks
for certain blocks such as the superblock and many of its journal blocks. However,
little type checking is done for many important blocks, such as directories, bitmap
blocks, and indirect blocks. Ext3 also performs numerous other sanity checks (e.g.,
when the file-size field of an inode contains an overly-large value, open detects
this and reports an error).
Recovery
For most detected errors, ext3 propagates the error to the user (RP ropagate ). For
read failures, ext3 also often aborts the journal (RStop ); aborting the journal usually
leads to a read-only remount of the file system, preventing future updates without
explicit administrator interaction. Ext3 also uses retry (RRetry ), although sparingly; when a prefetch read fails, ext3 retries only the originally requested block.
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Figure 4.5: Ext3 Failure Policies. The failure policy graphs plot detection and recovery policies of ext3 for read, write, and corruption faults injected for each block
type across a range of workloads. The workloads are a: path traversal b: access,chdir,chroot,stat,statfs,lstat,open c: chmod,chown,utimes d: read e: readlink f: getdirentries g: creat h: link i: mkdir j: rename k: symlink l: write m: truncate n: rmdir o: unlink
p: mount q: fysnc,sync r: umount s: FS recovery t: log write operations. A gray box indicates that the workload is not applicable for the block type. If multiple mechanisms are
observed, the symbols are superimposed. The keys for detection and recovery are presented
in Table 4.8.
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Bugs and Inconsistencies
We found a number of bugs and inconsistencies in the ext3 failure policy. First,
errors are not always propagated to the user (e.g., truncate and rmdir fail
silently). Second, ext3 does not always perform sanity checking; for example,
unlink does not check the linkscount field before modifying it and therefore
a corrupted value can lead to a system crash. Third, although ext3 has redundant
copies of the superblock (RRedundancy ), these copies are never updated after file
system creation and hence are not useful. Finally, there are important cases when
ext3 violates the journaling semantics, committing or checkpointing invalid transactions. We discuss each such cases below.
Committing Failed Transactions: When a write in a transaction fails, ext3 continues to write the transaction to the log and commits it. This can affect file system
integrity. For example, when an ordered data write fails in ordered journaling mode,
we expect the file system to abort the transaction, because if it commits the transaction, the metadata blocks will end up pointing to wrong or old data contents on
the disk. This problem occurs in ext3 where failure of an ordered write can cause
data corruption.
Checkpointing Failed Transactions: When a write in a transaction fails, the file
system must not checkpoint the blocks that were journaled as part of that transaction, because during checkpointing if a crash occurs, the file system cannot recover
the failed transaction. This can result in a corrupted file system. Ext3 commits a
transaction even after a transaction write fails. After committing the failed transaction, ext3 checkpoints the blocks that were journaled in that transaction. Depending
on the journaling mode, the checkpointing can be either partial or complete as described below.
• Partial Checkpointing: In certain cases, ext3 only checkpoints some of the blocks
from a failed transaction. This happens in data journaling mode when a journal
descriptor block or journal commit block write fails. In these cases, during checkpointing, only the file system metadata blocks of the transaction are checkpointed
and the data blocks are not checkpointed. For example, in data journaling mode,
when a file is created with some data blocks, if the transaction’s descriptor block
fails, then only the metadata blocks like the file’s inode, data bitmap, inode bitmap,
directory data, and directory inode blocks are written to their fixed locations. The
data blocks of the file, which are also journaled in data journaling mode, are not
written. Since the data blocks are not written to their fixed locations, the metadata
blocks of the file end up pointing to old or incorrect contents on the disk.
• Complete Checkpointing: In ordered and writeback journaling mode, only file
system metadata blocks are journaled and no data blocks are written to the log. In
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these modes, ext3 checkpoints all the journaled blocks even from a failed transaction. Below we describe a generic case where it can cause file system corruption.
Let there be two transactions T1 and T2 , where T1 is committed first followed
by T2 . Let block B1 be journaled in T1 and blocks B1 and B2 be journaled in T2 .
Assume transaction T2 fails and that the file system continues to checkpoint blocks
B1 and B2 of the failed transaction T2 . If a crash occurs after writing blocks B1
and B2 to their fixed locations, the file system log recovery runs during next mount.
During the recovery only transaction T1 will be recovered because T2 is a failed
transaction. When T1 is recovered, the contents of block B1 will be overwritten by
old contents from T1 . After the recovery, the file system will be in an inconsistent
state where block B1 is from transaction T1 and block B2 is from transaction T2 .
The above explained problem can occur in ext3 when the write of a journal
metadata block like descriptor block, revoke block, or commit block fails. This can
lead to file system corruptions resulting in loss of files, inaccessible directories and
so on.
Not Replaying Failed Checkpoint Writes: Checkpointing is the process of writing the journaled blocks from the log to their fixed locations. When a checkpoint
write fails, the file system must either attempt to write again or mark the journal
such that the checkpoint write will happen again during the next log replay. Ext3
does not replay failed checkpoint writes. This can cause data corruption, data loss,
or loss of files and directories.
Not Replaying Transactions: Journaling file systems maintain a state variable to
mark the log as dirty or clean. When the file system is mounted, if the log is dirty,
the transactions from the log are replayed to their fixed locations. Usually journaling file systems update this state variable before starting a transaction and after
checkpointing the transaction. If the write to update this state variable fails, two
things can possibly happen; one, the file system might replay a transaction that
need not be replayed; two, it might fail to replay a transaction that needs recovery.
Replaying the same transaction again does not cause any integrity problems. But
the second possibility (i.e., not replaying the journal contents) can lead to corruption, or loss of data.
Ext3 maintains its journal state in the journal super block. Ext3 clears this field
and writes the journal super block to indicate a clean journal. To mark the journal
as dirty, the journal super block is written with a non-zero value in this field. When
the journal super block write fails, ext3 does not attempt to write it again or save the
super block in other locations. Moreover, even after the journal super block failure,
ext3 continues to commit transactions to the log. If the journal super block written
to mark the journal as dirty is failed, the journal appears clean on next mount. If
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any transaction needs replay due to a previous crash, ext3 fails to replay them. This
can result in lost files and directories.
Replaying Failed Transactions: When a journal data block write fails, that transaction must be aborted and not replayed. If the transaction is replayed, journal data
blocks with invalid contents might be read and written to the fixed location. If not
handled properly, this can lead to serious file system errors. As said earlier, ext3
does not abort failed transactions. It continues to commit them to the log. Therefore
during recovery, it can write invalid contents to file system fixed location blocks.
This can corrupt important file system metadata and even result in an unmountable
file system.

4.3.2 ReiserFS
Detection
Our analysis reveals that ReiserFS pays close attention to error codes across reads
and writes (DErrorCode ). ReiserFS also performs a great deal of internal sanity
checking (DSanity ). For example, all internal and leaf nodes in the balanced tree
have a block header containing information about the level of the block in the tree,
the number of items, and the available free space; the super block and journal
metadata blocks have “magic numbers” which identify them as valid; the journal descriptor and commit blocks also have additional information; finally, inodes
and directory blocks have known formats. ReiserFS checks whether each of these
blocks has the expected values in the appropriate fields. However, not all blocks
are checked this carefully. For example, bitmaps and data blocks do not have associated type information and hence are never type-checked.

Recovery
The most prominent aspect of the recovery policy of ReiserFS is its tendency to
panic the system upon detection of virtually any write failure (RStop ). When
ReiserFS calls panic, the file system crashes, usually leading to a reboot and
recovery sequence. By doing so, ReiserFS attempts to ensure that its on-disk structures are not corrupted. ReiserFS recovers from read and wri te failures differently.
For most read failures, ReiserFS propagates the error to the user (RP ropagate ) and
sometimes performs a single retry (RRetry ) (e.g., when a data block read fails, or
when an indirect block read fails during unlink, truncate, and write operations). However, ReiserFS never retries upon a write failure.
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Figure 4.6: ReiserFS Failure Policy. The failure policy graphs plot detection and recovery policies of ReiserFS for read, write, and corruption faults injected for each block
type across different workloads. The workloads are varied across the columns of the
figure, and the different block types of the ReiserFS file system are varied across the
rows. The workloads are a: path traversal b: access,chdir,chroot,stat,statfs,lstat,open
c: chmod,chown,utimes d: read e: readlink f: getdirentries g: creat h: link i: mkdir j: rename k: symlink l: write m: truncate n: rmdir o: unlink p: mount q: fysnc,sync r: umount
s: FS recovery t: log write operations. A gray box indicates that the workload is not applicable for the block type. For multiple mechanisms, the symbols are superimposed. The
keys for detection and recovery are presented in Table 4.8.
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Bugs and Inconsistencies:
ReiserFS also exhibits inconsistencies and bugs. First, while dealing with indirect blocks, ReiserFS detects but ignores a read failure; hence, on a truncate or
unlink, it updates the bitmaps and super block incorrectly, leaking space. Second, ReiserFS sometimes calls panic on failing a sanity check, instead of simply
returning an error code. Third, there is no sanity or type checking to detect corrupt
journal data; therefore, replaying a corrupted journal block can make the file system unusable (e.g., the block is written as the super block). Finally, ReiserFS also
violates journaling semantics during certain write failures. We explain the details
below.
Committing, Checkpointing, and Replaying Failed Transactions: On certain
write failures, ReiserFS does not crash but continues to commit and checkpoint the
failed transaction. In ordered journaling mode, when an ordered data block write
fails, ReiserFS journals the transaction and commits it without handling the write
error. This can result in corrupted data blocks because on such failed transactions
the metadata blocks of the file system will end up pointing to invalid data contents.
ReiserFS does not have a uniform failure handling policy; it crashes on some write
failures and not on others. File system corruption would have been prevented if
ReiserFS was crashing the system even on ordered write failures. ReiserFS also
replays failed transaction on ordered data write errors.

4.3.3 IBM JFS
Detection
Error codes (DErrorCode ) are used to detect read failures, but, like ext3, most write
errors are ignored (DZero ), with the exception of journal superblock writes. JFS
employs only minimal type checking; the superblock and journal superblock have
magic and version numbers that are checked. Other sanity checks (DSanity ) are
used for different block types. For example, internal tree blocks, directory blocks,
and inode blocks contain the number of entries (pointers) in the block; JFS checks
to make sure this number is less than the maximum possible for each block type.
As another example, an equality check on a field is performed for block allocation
maps to verify that the block is not corrupted.
Recovery
The recovery strategies of JFS vary dramatically depending on the block type.
For example, when an error occurs during a journal superblock write, JFS crashes
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Figure 4.7: JFS Failure Policy. The tables plot detection and recovery policies of JFS
for read, write, and corruption faults. The workloads are varied across the columns, and
the different block types are varied across the rows. The workloads are a: path traversal b: access,chdir,chroot,stat,statfs,lstat,open c: chmod,chown,utimes d: read e: readlink
f: getdirentries g: creat h: link i: mkdir j: rename k: symlink l: write m: truncate n: rmdir
o: unlink p: mount q: fysnc,sync r: umount s: FS recovery t: log write operations. A gray
box indicates that the workload is not applicable for the block type. For multiple mechanisms, the symbols are superimposed. The keys for detection and recovery are presented in
Table 4.8.
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the system (RStop ); however, other write errors are ignored entirely (RZero ). On
a block read failure to the primary superblock, JFS accesses the alternate copy
(RRedundancy ) to complete the mount operation; however, a corrupt primary results
in a mount failure (RStop ). Explicit crashes (RStop ) are used when a block allocation map or inode allocation map read fails. Error codes for all metadata reads
are handled by generic file system code called by JFS; this generic code attempts
to recover from read errors by retrying the read a single time (RRetry ). Finally, the
reaction for a failed sanity check is to propagate the error (RP ropagate ) and remount
the file system as read-only (RStop ); during journal replay, a sanity-check failure
causes the replay to abort (RStop ).

Bugs and Inconsistencies
We also found problems with the JFS failure policy. First, while JFS has some
built-in redundancy, it does not always use it as one would expect; for example,
JFS does not use its secondary copies of aggregate inode tables (special inodes used
to describe the file system) when an error code is returned for an aggregate inode
read. Second, a blank page is sometimes returned to the user (RGuess ), although
we believe this is not by design (i.e., it is a bug); for example, this occurs when
a read to an internal tree block does not pass its sanity check. Third, some bugs
limit the utility of JFS recovery; for example, although generic code detects read
errors and retries, a bug in the JFS implementation leads to ignoring the error and
corrupting the file system. Finally, we present the cases of journaling semantics
violations during write failures in JFS.
Not Replaying Failed Checkpoint Writes: When a checkpoint write fails, JFS
does not rewrite it or mark the transaction for a replay. JFS simply ignores this
error, which can lead to a corrupted file system. This behavior is similar to that
of ext3. Since both these file systems do not record failed checkpoint writes, they
have no way of identifying which transactions must be replayed again.
Committing, Checkpointing, and Replaying Failed Transactions: We find that
all the five journaling file systems commit and checkpoint a transaction on an ordered block write failure. JFS does not notify the application of an ordered write
failure and commits the transaction. This can lead to data corruption.
Failing to Recover: When a journal block write fails, JFS does not abort the failed
transaction but commits it. If a crash happens after a journal write failure, the
logredo routine of JFS fails because of unrecognized log record type. This can
lead to unmountable file system.
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4.3.4 XFS
We perform a preliminary analysis of failure policy for write failures in XFS. We
fail the writes of the following block types in XFS: ordered data, journal blocks
containing both the metadata and commit records, journal blocks with unmount
records, and checkpoint blocks.
Detection
XFS detects most write failures using the error code (DErrorCode ), including the
asynchronous checkpoint write errors, which are ignored by ext3 and JFS. XFS
does not always handle write failures correctly. We find a flaw that we found in
ext3, ReiserFS, and JFS as well. That is, when an ordered data block write fails,
XFS continues to log the failed transaction to the journal resulting in data corruption.
Recovery
XFS takes different recovery techniques under different block failures. It retries
checkpoint write (which are asynchronous) failures repeatedly without any bounds
(RRetry ). If the block error is a transient one, the repeated retry successfully writes
the block. On permanent errors, the failed block write is repeated infinitely. If one
unmounts the system to rectify the write error, XFS crashes (RStop ). On journal
write failures, XFS reacts immediately by stopping the file system (RStop ).

4.3.5 Windows NTFS
NTFS [2, 109] is the only non-U NIX file system in our study. Because our analysis
requires detailed knowledge of on-disk structures, we do not yet have a complete
analysis as in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
We find that NTFS uses error codes (DErrorCode ) to detect both block read and
write failures. Similar to ext3 and JFS, when a data write fails, NTFS records the
error code but does not use it (DZero ), which can corrupt the file system.
NTFS performs strong sanity checking (DSanity ) on metadata blocks; the file
system becomes unmountable if any of its metadata blocks (except the journal)
are corrupted. NTFS surprisingly does not always perform sanity checking; for
example, a corrupted block pointer can point to important system structures and
hence corrupt them when the block pointed to is updated.
In most cases, NTFS propagates errors (RP ropagate ). NTFS aggressively uses
retry (RRetry ) when operations fail (e.g., up to seven times under read failures).
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Level
DZero
DErrorCode
DSanity
DRedundancy
RZero
RP ropagate
RStop
RGuess
RRetry
RRepair
RRemap
RRedundancy

ext3
√√
√√√√
√√√

ReiserFS
√
√√√√
√√√√

JFS
√√√
√√
√√√

√√
√√√
√√

√
√√
√√√

√√
√√
√√
√
√√

√

√

Table 4.9: IRON Techniques Summary. The table depicts a√summary of the IRON techniques used by the file systems under test. More check marks ( ) indicate a higher relative
frequency of usage of the given technique.

Committing Failed Transactions
Checkpointing Failed Transactions
Not Replaying Failed Checkpoint Writes
Not Replaying Transactions
Replaying Failed Transactions
Crashing File System

Ext3

ReiserFS

IBM JFS

XFS

×
×
×
×
×

×
×

×
×
×

×
×

×
×

×
×

×
×

Table 4.10: File System Bugs. This table gives a summary of the bugs we identified in
ext3, ReiserFS, IBM JFS, and XFS.

With writes, the number of retries varies (e.g., three times for data blocks, two
times for MFT blocks).

4.3.6 File System Summary
We now present a qualitative summary of each of the file systems we tested. Table 4.9 presents a summary of the techniques that each file system employs (ex-
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cluding XFS and NTFS) and Table 4.10 lists the bugs we found in our file system
analysis.
• Ext3: Overall simplicity. Ext3 implements a simple and mostly reliable failure
policy, matching the design philosophy found in the ext family of file systems. It
checks error codes, uses a modest level of sanity checking, and recovers by propagating errors and aborting operations. The main problem with ext3 is its failure
handling for write errors, which are ignored and cause serious problems including
possible file system corruption.
• ReiserFS: First, do no harm. ReiserFS is the most concerned about disk failure. This concern is particularly evident upon write failures, which often induce a
panic; ReiserFS takes this action to ensure that the file system is not corrupted.
ReiserFS also uses a great deal of sanity and type checking. These behaviors combine to form a Hippocratic failure policy: first, do no harm.
• JFS: The kitchen sink. JFS is the least consistent and most diverse in its failure
detection and recovery techniques. For detection, JFS sometimes uses sanity, sometimes checks error codes, and sometimes does nothing at all. For recovery, JFS
sometimes uses available redundancy, sometimes crashes the system, and sometimes retries operations, depending on the block type that fails, the error detection
and the API that was called.
• XFS: Simple and well-defined. From our preliminary analysis, we find that XFS
has a simple and well-defined failure policy to handle write failures. It checks error
codes and on synchronous write failures, XFS stops the file system and propagates
errors. On asynchronous write failures, the failed write is retried persistently.
• NTFS: Persistence is a virtue. Compared to several Linux file systems, NTFS is
more persistent, retrying failed requests many times before giving up. It also seems
to propagate errors to the user quite reliably. However, more thorough testing of
NTFS is needed in order to broaden these conclusions (a part of our ongoing work).

4.3.7 Technique Summary
Finally, we present a broad analysis of the techniques applied by all of the file
systems to detect and recover from disk failures. We concentrate upon techniques
that are underused, overused, or used in an inappropriate manner.
• Detection and Recovery: Illogical inconsistency is common. We found a high
degree of illogical inconsistency in failure policy across all file systems (observable
in the patterns in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7). For example, ReiserFS performs a great
deal of sanity checking; however, in one important case it does not (journal replay),
and the result is that a single corrupted block in the journal can corrupt the entire
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file system. JFS is the most illogically inconsistent, employing different techniques
in scenarios that are quite similar.
We note that inconsistency in and of itself is not problematic [37]; for example,
it would be logically inconsistent (and a good idea, perhaps) for a file system to
provide a higher level of redundancy to data structures it deems more important,
such as the root directory [106]. What we are criticizing are inconsistencies that
are undesirable (and likely unintentional); for example, JFS will attempt to read the
alternate superblock if a read failure occurs when reading the primary superblock,
but it does not attempt to read the alternate if it deems the primary corrupted.
In our estimation, the root cause of illogical inconsistency is failure policy diffusion; the code that implements the failure policy is spread throughout the kernel.
Indeed, the diffusion is encouraged by some architectural features of modern file
systems, such as the split between generic and specific file systems. Further, we
have observed some cases where different developers implement different portions
of the code and hence implement different failure policies (e.g., one of the few cases
in which ReiserFS does not panic on write failure arises due to this); perhaps this
inconsistency is indicative of the lack of attention paid to failure policy. We pay
attention to this problem and design a centralized failure handler for file systems,
which we discuss in Chapter 6.
• Detection and Recovery: Bugs are common. We also found numerous bugs
across the file systems we tested, some of which are serious, and many of which
are not found by other sophisticated techniques [129]. We believe this is generally
indicative of the difficulty of implementing a correct failure policy; it certainly hints
that more effort needs to be put into testing and debugging of such code. One suggestion in the literature that could be helpful would be to periodically inject faults
in normal operation as part of a “fire drill” [80]. Our method reveals that testing
needs to be broad and cover as many code paths as possible; for example, only by
testing the indirect-block handling of ReiserFS did we observe certain classes of
fault mishandling.
• Detection: Error codes are sometimes ignored. Amazingly (to us), error codes
were sometimes clearly ignored by the file system. This was most common in JFS,
but found occasionally in the other file systems. Perhaps a testing framework such
as ours should be a part of the file system developer’s toolkit; with such tools, this
class of error is easily discovered.
• Detection: Sanity checking is of limited utility. Many of the file systems use
sanity checking to ensure that the metadata they are about to use meets the expectations of the code. However, modern disk failure modes such as misdirected and
phantom writes lead to cases where the file system could receive a properly for-
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matted (but incorrect) block; the bad block thus passes sanity checks, is used, and
can corrupt the file system. Indeed, all file systems we tested exhibit this behavior.
Hence, we believe stronger tests (such as checksums) should be used.
• Recovery: Stop is useful – if used correctly. Most file systems employed some
form of RStop in order to limit damage to the file system when some types of errors
arose; ReiserFS is the best example of this, as it calls panic on virtually any
write error to prevent corruption of its structures. However, one has to be careful
with such techniques. For example, upon a write failure, ext3 tries to abort the
transaction, but does not correctly squelch all writes to the file system, leading to
corruption. Perhaps this indicates that fine-grained rebooting is difficult to apply in
practice [25].
• Recovery: Stop should not be overused. One downside to halting file system
activity in reaction to failure is the inconvenience it causes: recovery takes time and
often requires administrative involvement to fix. However, all of the file systems
used some form of RStop when something as innocuous as a read failure occurred;
instead of simply returning an error to the requesting process, the entire system
stops. Such draconian reactions to possibly temporary failures should be avoided.
• Recovery: Retry is underutilized. Most of the file systems assume that failures
are not transient, or that lower layers of the system handle such failures, and hence
do not retry requests at a later time. The systems that employ retry generally assume
read retry is useful, but write retry is not; however, transient faults due to device
drivers or transport issues are equally likely to occur on reads and writes. Hence,
retry should be applied more uniformly. NTFS is the lone file system that embraces
retry; it is willing to issue a much higher number of requests when a block failure
is observed.
• Recovery: Automatic repair is rare. Automatic repair is used rarely by the file
systems; instead, after using an RStop technique, most of the file systems require
manual intervention to attempt to fix the observed problem (i.e., running fsck).
• Detection and Recovery: Redundancy is not used. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, while virtually all file systems include some machinery to detect disk
failures, none of them apply redundancy to enable recovery from such failures. The
lone exception is the minimal amount of superblock redundancy found in JFS; even
this redundancy is used inconsistently. Also, JFS places the copies in close proximity, making them vulnerable to spatially-local errors. As it is the least explored and
potentially most useful in handling the failures common in drives today, we next
investigate the inclusion of various forms of redundancy into the failure policy of a
file system.
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4.4 Conclusion
Commodity file systems use a variety of detection and recovery techniques to handle disk sector errors. In this chapter, we explain the process of semantic failure
analysis, wherein we apply our knowledge about file system block types and transactional semantics to unearth the failure policies. From our analysis, we find that
commodity file systems are built mostly with the assumption that disk fails in failstop manner and therefore, store little or no redundant information on disk. We also
find that the failure policies enacted by a file system are often ad hoc, inconsistent,
and buggy. We conclude that it is time we rearchitect the file systems with more redundant information to handle partial disk errors and a framework that can support
well-defined failure policies.
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Chapter 5

Building Low-level Redundancy
Machinery
As we mention in the Introduction (Section 1.2), there are two challenges in building a robust file system. First, we must design low-level redundancy machinery to
detect and recover from partial disk errors. Second, we need a new failure handling
framework to unify the different low-level machineries with various partial disk errors and failure policies. In this chapter, we focus on the first problem, and design
and implement new redundancy techniques within a single disk drive (the second
problem is addressed in the next chapter). Note that the challenge of building cost
effective low-level machinery is especially important in the context of commodity
file systems because currently they store little or no redundant information on disk.
A well-known technique in building reliable systems is to use redundant components and specialized hardware mechanisms, not only to improve reliability but
also to keep the performance from degrading [16]. However, commodity systems
such as desktops and laptops may not be able to afford redundant components such
as extra disk drives or special hardware support like NVRAM (both of which are
usually available in high-end systems) as they will result in an increased system
cost, system size, and heat dissipation. Therefore, we specifically focus on storing redundant information within a single disk drive with no additional hardware
support.
Redundant information can be stored and used in various ways, where each
technique has its own merits and demerits. We explore three types of redundant
information in this thesis: checksums, parity, and replicas due to their wide spread
use in high-end robust file and storage systems [16, 20, 21, 28, 71, 79, 96, 110].
We first describe and qualitatively evaluate the robustness, performance, and space
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overheads of various redundancy options in file systems (Section 5.1). Then, we
describe the implementation and evaluation of a robust file system, IRON ext3,
wherein we broadly explore the applications of replication, parity, and checksums
to file system data and metadata (Section 5.2). In IRON ext3, we evaluate the redundancy mechanisms separately and in various combinations, and find that they
incur minimal time and space overhead that are tolerable in desktop settings. Our
evaluation also shows that parity is cost-effective both in terms of space and performance overhead and therefore, we study parity in detail in the following sections.
In order to evaluate the impact of locality of failures in a parity-based redundancy
technique, we develop a probabilistic model that characterizes spatial correlation
in disk errors (Section 5.3.1). Finally, we design two parity update techniques to
update the redundant information without NVRAM support (Section 5.3.2). Our
evaluation shows that better data and parity layout along with new parity update
techniques can greatly improve the robustness of a file system while incurring modest performance overhead.

5.1 In-Disk Redundancy
A file or storage system can store redundant copies of data on disk both for detection and recovery purposes. For example, a data block can be replicated and both
the copies can be read to detect block corruption. In addition to replicas, redundant
information may also include certain processed copies of data such as checksums,
parity, or more involved error correction codes [64, 69]. In this thesis, we study in
detail three types of redundant information: checksums, parity, and replicas.
Our philosophy in building robust systems is that the end-point must be able
to detect and recover from failures, irrespective of whether the intermediate layers
can handle errors; that is, our approach is an instance of the end-to-end argument
[94]. Following this principle, we design and implement all the redundant information at the file system layer rather than at a block device layer such as the software
RAID. Since we focus on journaling file systems, we integrate our techniques with
transactional semantics in order to provide consistency between primary and secondary copies. There are several important issues in incorporating redundancy into
file systems: the effectiveness of a redundancy technique in handling disk sector
errors, its performance, and space overheads. We discuss these issues in detail.
Effectiveness: The effectiveness of redundancy techniques vary. For example, a
parity block computed over a set of N blocks can recover from at most one failure
among the N blocks, while a set of N replicas can recover more errors. Similarly,
a cryptographic checksum such as SHA-1 on actual data is likely to have fewer
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collisions with corrupted data than simple checksums such as CRC.
Another factor that affects the effectiveness is the location of the redundant information with respect to its primary copy, since sectors on a disk might be subject
to spatially local errors. Specifically, we can consider two block layout schemes.
First, one can treat block errors as independent events and place the redundant information either within the same block (in case of checksums) or on the next block.
We represent this scheme in our discussion by subscripts “W ithin” and “d = 0”,
where d represents the distance between the data and its redundant information.
The other scheme takes into account spatial locality in disk errors and separates
them by t tracks. We denote this by “d = t”. To achieve greater reliability, a redundant copy must be stored farther from the primary copy so that they both are
not subject to correlated failures.
For a redundant copy to be useful for detection and recovery, it must be updated carefully with respect to its primary copy. If the primary and secondary
copies of a block are not updated atomically, then after a file system crash multiple data copies might be inconsistent with each other, and therefore, the redundant
information might not be useful to recover from latent sector faults that might occur during journal recovery. Hardware support such as NVRAM can be useful
in updating redundant information consistently and atomically, a lack of which in
low-end systems means we need new techniques for updating the redundant data.
For example, writing both primary and secondary copies into the journal as part
of a transaction before updating their fixed location copies can be used to achieve
atomicity although with high performance overheads. In our discussion, we denote
all techniques that update both the data and its corresponding redundant information atomically with a subscript “Atomic”, while those techniques that do not have
this property are represented by “N on-atomic”.
Performance Overheads: Adding more redundant information can decrease the
performance of a system, and there are several reasons why this may happen. First,
file systems have to pay the cost of updating the redundant copies whenever the
primary copy is updated. For example, in a journaling file system where all the
metadata blocks (including the journal) are replicated, every metadata write incurs
four write costs: two writes to the primary and secondary journal, and two writes to
the primary and secondary fixed-location copies. Although some systems relax the
synchronous update of redundant copies in order to mitigate the performance overheads [96], they can endanger the reliability of the system. Second, performance
may drop due to additional disk reads that are issued to redundant information such
as checksums in order to verify the validity of the data. Third, file systems might
follow certain write ordering constraints when updating the primary and secondary
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copies to achieve atomicity, which in turn can cause additional rotational latencies
and disk seeks. Fourth, a portion of the host main memory might be used to hold
redundant information such as checksums, which can affect the performance as it
reduces the amount of available memory to the overall system. Finally, it is computationally expensive to produce certain types of redundant information such as the
Reed-Solomon or Tornado error correction codes [69], and such processing may
use significant amount of CPU power available in a system.
Space Overheads: Not surprisingly, redundant information can incur space overheads as well and it varies according to the redundancy technique used. For example, although stronger in detecting corruptions, a cryptographic checksum such as
SHA-1 occupies more bytes than a simple CRC-type checksum. Similarly, parity
blocks, replicas, and error correction codes each occupy different amount of space
depending on how many copies are maintained.
Table 5.1 presents a qualitative evaluation of effectiveness, performance, and
space overheads of various redundancy techniques. Different redundancy techniques are listed under each row and the effectiveness under a single block error,
spatially local errors that spread up to t disk tracks, and spatially local errors that
spread beyond t disk tracks are listed under different columns along with the performance and space cost. We also study whether a technique can recover from a
√
failure both during normal file system operation and journal recovery. A mark
means that a particular technique is guaranteed to detect or recover from the failure
whereas a × mark represents that no guarantee can be given for failure detection
or recovery.
We now explain the table entries in detail. Broadly, checksums can be stored
in 3 classes of locations: within a sector, at a neighboring block, or at a block
separated by t tracks. If checksum is stored within a sector, its update can be guaranteed to be atomic due to the basic write guarantees offered by a disk drive. If
separated from the data, checksum update can be either atomic or not. Although,
ChecksumW ithin is atomic, it is not guaranteed to detect phantom write or misdirected write errors. While in general, the space and time costs are tolerable for
checksums, atomic techniques might require extra writes to the journal, which can
increase the performance overheads.
In case of parity, it can either be calculated for a set of contiguous N blocks
or, if one wants to tolerate spatially correlated failures, it can be calculated for
blocks that are separated by say, t tracks. Parity update can be atomic as well; however, logging both parity and its corresponding blocks into the journal can decrease
the performance significantly. Finally, replicas incur high space and performance
overheads. One can use journal to ensure atomic updates although with severe

Techniques
ChecksumW ithin
Checksumd=0,Non−atomic
Checksumd=0,Atomic
Checksumd=t,Non−atomic
Checksumd=t,Atomic
Parityd=0,Non−atomic
Parityd=0,Atomic
Parityd=t,Non−atomic
Parityd=t,Atomic
Replicad=0,Non−atomic
Replicad=0,Atomic
Replicad=t,Non−atomic
Replicad=t,Atomic

Single block
Normal FS Recovery

×
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

×
×
√
×
√
×
√
×
√
×
√
×
√

Effectiveness
Spatial (<= t tracks)
Normal FS Recovery

×
×
×
√

×
×
×
×
√

×
×
√

×
×
×
√

×
×
√

×
×
×
√

√

√

√

Spatial (> t tracks)
Normal FS Recovery

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Overheads
Time Space
low
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
high
high
high
high

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high
high
high

Table 5.1: Qualitative Evaluation of Redundancy Techniques. The table presents a qualitative evaluation of the effectiveness,
√
performance, and space overheads of different redundancy techniques to detect and recover from sector errors or corruption. A
mark means that a particular technique is guaranteed to detect or recover from the failure whereas a × mark represents that no
guarantee can be given for failure detection or recovery.
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performance penalties.
In conclusion, we can observe from the table that the more effective a redundancy technique is in handling various errors, higher its performance and/or space
overhead becomes. In the following sections, we implement various redundancy
techniques from the table and evaluate their robustness and cost quantitatively.

5.2 ixt3: A Prototype IRON File System
We now describe our implementation and evaluation of IRON ext3 (ixt3). Our
design goal is to detect and recover from most errors with an affordable time and
space cost. Within ixt3, we implement a family of recovery techniques that most
commodity file systems do not currently provide. We give more importance to
file system metadata and therefore protect them using replicas, while we use a
simple parity-based redundancy scheme for data blocks that can only recover from
a single block error per file. By using a single parity block per file, we also strive to
minimize the performance and space cost that can be significant if data blocks were
replicated. To increase its robustness, ixt3 applies checksums to both metadata and
data blocks. In our design, we also take care to handle spatially local failures by
separating the replicas and checksums from their corresponding disk blocks. Ixt3
is not backward compatible with ext3 as we modify some of its internal structures
such as the inode, which stores information about file block pointers.
In this section, we first describe our implementation, and then demonstrate that
it is robust to a broad class of partial disk failures. Then, we investigate the time and
space costs of ixt3, showing that the time costs are often quite small and otherwise
modest, and the space costs are also quite reasonable. In our performance measurements, we activate and deactivate each of the IRON features independently, so as
to better understand the cost of each approach.

5.2.1 Implementation
We now describe the ixt3 implementation. We explain how we add checksumming,
metadata replication, user parity, and a new performance enhancement known as
transactional checksums into the existing ext3 file system framework.
Checksumming: To implement checksumming within ixt3, we borrow techniques
from other recent research in checksumming in file systems [79, 110]. Specifically,
we compute checksums for each file system block and treat checksums as metadata by placing them first into the journal, and then checkpoint them to their final
location, which is at the end of the file system. The checksums are separated from
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their corresponding blocks by a distance of about 2500 blocks (approximately 15
tracks).
We ensure atomicity for metadata checksums (i.e., Checksumd=t,Atomic ) by
logging both the metadata and their checksums into the journal before updating
their final fixed-location copies. However, data checksum updates are not guaranteed to be atomic (Checksumd=t,N on−atomic ). By incorporating checksumming
into existing transactional machinery, ixt3 cleanly integrates into the ext3 framework. Checksums are very small and can be cached for read verification. In our
current implementation, we use SHA-1 to compute the checksums. By implementing a strong cryptographic checksum such as SHA-1, which involves more computational overhead than a simple checksum like CRC, we explore the extent to which
checksums can impact the performance of a file system.
Metadata Replication: We use replicas to protect file system metadata, including
the ext3 journal, which is treated as a metadata. We apply a similar approach in
adding metadata replication to ixt3. All metadata blocks are written to a separate
replica log; they are later checkpointed to a fixed location in a block group distant
from the original metadata. The replica log is at the beginning of the file system
and the corresponding blocks on the primary and replica logs are separated by at
least 350 tracks. We again use transactions to ensure that either both copies reach
disk consistently, or that neither do. In summary, we implement Replicad=t,Atomic
to protect metadata blocks.
Parity: We implement a simple parity-based redundancy scheme for data blocks.
One parity block is allocated for each file. This simple design enables one to recover from at most one data block failure in each file (we explore a more involved
design later in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). We modify the inode structure of ext3 to
associate a file’s parity block with its data blocks. Specifically, ext3 inode has 15
block pointers, out of which 12 are direct, 1 single indirect, 1 double indirect, and
1 triple indirect block pointers. We use one direct pointer for pointing to the parity
block of the file. Parity blocks are allocated when files are created. When a file
is modified, its parity block is read and updated with respect to the new contents.
To improve the performance of file creates, we preallocate parity blocks when we
create the file system and assign them to files when they are created. In the current
simple design, we preallocate about 250 blocks in the first block group when the
file system is created, and once they are used, we follow the default block allocation
scheme in ext3.
In ordered journaling mode, if a system crashes in between a data block write
and the corresponding transaction commit, then during journal recovery, the file
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system must recompute the parity and make it consistent with the modified data
block contents. However, in ext3 ordered journaling mode, no additional information is stored in the journal about the locations of data blocks that are being
modified.1 To address this problem, Denehy et al. introduce a new journaling
mode called declared journaling mode, where they store the block numbers of data
blocks that are being modified as part of a transaction commit into the journal [30].
To support parity for data blocks, we add declared mode to ixt3. In summary, we
implement the Parityd=0,N on-atomic design for parity blocks in ixt3.
Transactional Checksums: We also explore a new idea for leveraging checksums
in a journaling file system; specifically, checksums can be used to relax ordering
constraints and thus to improve performance. In particular, when updating its journal, standard ext3 ensures that all previous journal data reaches disk before the
commit block; to enforce this ordering, standard ext3 induces an extra wait before writing the commit block, and thus incurs extra rotational delay. To avoid this
wait, ixt3 implements what we call a transactional checksum, which is a checksum
over the contents of a transaction. By placing this checksum in the journal commit
block, ixt3 can safely issue all blocks of the transaction concurrently. If a crash occurs during the commit, the recovery procedure can reliably detect the crash and not
replay the transaction, because the checksum over the journal data will not match
the checksum in the commit block. We use SHA-1 for transactional checksums
also. Note that a transactional checksum provides the same crash semantics as in
the original ext3 and thus can be used without other IRON extensions.
Cleaning Overheads: Note that “cleaning overhead”, which can be a large problem in pure log-structured file systems [93, 101], is not a major performance issue
for journaling file systems, even with ixt3-style checksumming and replication.
Journaling file systems already incorporate cleaning into their on-line maintenance
costs; for example, ext3 first writes all metadata to the journal and then cleans the
journal by checkpointing the data to a final fixed location. Hence, the additional
cleaning performed by ixt3 increases total traffic only by a small amount.

5.2.2 Evaluation
We now evaluate our prototype implementation of ixt3. We focus on three major axes of assessment: robustness of ixt3 (with checksums, parity, and replicas)
to modern disk failures, and both the time and space overhead of the additional
redundancy mechanisms employed by ixt3.
1

The same problem exists in other journaling file systems such as ReiserFS, JFS, XFS, and NTFS.
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Figure 5.1: Ixt3 Failure Policy. The tables plot both detection and recovery policies of
ixt3 for read, write, and corruption faults injected for each block type across a range of
workloads. The workloads are varied across the columns of the figure, and the different
block types of the ixt3 file system are varied across the rows. The workloads are grouped
in the same manner as in Figure 4.5. The keys for detection and recovery are presented in
Table 4.8.
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Robustness: To test the robustness of ixt3, we harness our fault injection framework, running the same partial-failure experiments on ixt3. The results are shown
in Figure 5.1.
Ixt3 detects read failures in the same way as ext3, by using the error codes from
the lower level (DErrorCode ). When a metadata block read fails, ixt3 reads the
corresponding replica copy (RRedundancy ). If the replica read also fails, it behaves
like ext3 by propagating the error (RP ropagate ) and stopping the file system activity
(RStop ). When a data block read fails, the parity block and the other data blocks of
the file are read to compute the failed data block’s contents (RRedundancy ).
Ixt3 detects write failures using error codes as well (DErrorCode ). It then aborts
the journal and mounts the file system as read-only to stop any writes from going
to the disk (RStop ).
When a data or metadata block is read, the checksum of its contents is computed
and is compared with the corresponding checksum of the block (DRedundancy ). If
the checksums do not match, a read error is generated (RP ropagate ). On read errors,
the contents of the failed block are read either from the replica or computed using
the parity block (RRedundancy ).
In the process of building ixt3, we also fixed numerous bugs within ext3. By
doing so, we avoided some cases where ext3 would commit failed transactions to
disk and potentially corrupt the file system [85].
Overall, by employing checksumming to detect corruption, and replication and
parity to recover lost blocks, ixt3 provides robust file service in spite of partial
disk failures. More quantitatively, ixt3 detects and recovers from over 200 possible
different partial-error scenarios that we induced. The result is a logical and welldefined failure policy.
Time Overhead: We now assess the performance overhead of ixt3. We isolate the
overhead of each IRON mechanism by enabling checksumming for metadata (Mc )
and data (Dc ), metadata replication (Mr ), parity for user data (Dp ), and transactional checksumming (Tc ) separately and in all combinations.
We use four standard file system benchmarks: SSH-Build, which unpacks and
compiles the SSH source distribution; a web server benchmark, which responds
to a set of static HTTP GET requests; PostMark [61], which emulates file system
traffic of an email server; and TPC-B [117], which runs a series of debit-credit
transactions against a simple database. We run each experiment five or more times
and present the average results.
The SSH-Build time measures the time to unpack, configure, and build the SSH
source tree (the tar’d source is 11 MB in size); the Web server benchmark transfers
25 MB of data using http requests; with PostMark, we run 1500 transactions with
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#
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Mc
Mc

Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc

Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc

Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc
Mc

Mr Dc Dp
(Baseline: ext3)
Mr

Mr

Mr
Mr
Mr

Mr
Mr
Mr

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Dc

Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc

Dp

Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp
Dp

Tc

Tc

Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc

SSH
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.00
1.02
1.02
1.00
1.03
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.02
1.03
1.05
1.06

Web
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Post
1.00
1.01
1.18
1.13
1.07
1.01
1.19
1.11
1.10
1.05
1.26
1.20
1.15
1.13
1.15
1.06
1.28
1.30
1.19
1.20
1.06
1.03
1.35
1.26
1.21
1.18
1.37
1.24
1.25
1.18
1.30
1.32

TPCB
1.00
1.00
1.19
1.00
1.03
[0.80]
1.20
1.00
1.03
[0.81]
1.20
1.39
1.00
1.04
[0.81]
[0.84]
1.19
1.42
1.01
1.03
[0.81]
[0.85]
1.42
1.01
1.19
[0.85]
1.42
1.01
1.19
[0.87]
1.20
1.21

Table 5.2: Overheads of ixt3 Variants. Results from running different variants of ixt3 under the SSH-Build (SSH), Web Server (Web), PostMark (Post), and TPC-B (TPCB) benchmarks are presented.
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file sizes ranging from 4 KB to 1 MB, with 10 subdirectories and 1500 files; with
TPC-B, we run 1000 randomly generated debit-credit transactions. These benchmarks exhibit a broad set of behaviors. Specifically, SSH-Build is a good (albeit
simple) model of the typical action of a developer or administrator; the web server
is read intensive with concurrency; PostMark is metadata intensive, with many file
creations and deletions; TPC-B induces a great deal of synchronous update traffic
to the file system.
Table 5.2 reports the relative performance of the variants of ixt3 for the four
workloads, as compared to stock Linux ext3. Along the rows, we vary which redundancy technique is implemented, in all possible combinations: Mc implies that
metadata checksumming is enabled; Dc that data checksumming is enabled; Mr
that replication of metadata is turned on; Dp that parity for data blocks is enabled;
Tc that transactional checksums are in use. All results are normalized to the performance of standard Linux ext3; for the interested reader, running times for standard
ext3 on SSH-Build, Web, PostMark, and TPC-B are 117.78, 53.05, 150.80, and
58.13 seconds, respectively. Slowdowns greater than 10% are marked in bold,
whereas speedups relative to base ext3 are marked in [brackets]. All testing is done
on the Linux 2.6.9 kernel on a 2.4 GHz Intel P4 with 1 GB of memory and a Western Digital WDC WD1200BB-00DAA0 disk.
We now explain the reasons behind some of the performance overheads. Checksumming data and metadata does not add high overhead for most workloads (i.e.,
less than 5% in most cases). However, data checksums for PostMark increase the
performance cost by about 13%. This is due to the fact that our PostMark benchmark writes over 1.4 GB of data with checksums being calculated for every data
block. Since checksums are considered as metadata, when data checksums are
coupled with metadata replication, the overhead on PostMark raises to about 26%.
When applied individually, metadata replication reduces the performance for metadata intensive workloads such as PostMark and TPC-B, while causing little overheads for SSH-Build and Web server benchmarks. Parity for data blocks does not
add much cost individually but when combined with metadata replication, it raised
the overhead to as much as 39% for TPC-B. The reason for this behavior is due
to the interaction between the declared mode [30] and metadata replication. In
declared mode, extra synchronous writes are issued to the journal, which in addition to causing rotational latencies also incur disk seeks between the primary
and secondary journal. However, when coupled with transactional checksums, this
overhead drops to about 20%.
From these numbers, we draw three main conclusions. First, for both SSHBuild and the web server workload, there is little time overhead, even with all
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IRON techniques enabled. Hence, if SSH-Build is indicative of typical activity,
using checksumming, replication, and even parity incurs little cost. Similarly, from
the web server benchmark, we can conclude that read-intensive workloads do not
suffer from the addition of IRON techniques.
Second, for metadata intensive workloads such as PostMark and TPC-B, the
overhead is more noticeable – up to 37% for PostMark and 42% for TPC-B (row
26). Since these workloads are quite metadata intensive, these results represent the
worst-case performance that we expect. We also can observe that our implementation of metadata replication (row 2) incurs a substantial cost on its own, as does
data checksumming (row 3). User parity and metadata checksums, in contrast, incur very little cost (rows 1 and 4). Given our relatively untuned implementation of
ixt3, we believe that all of these results demonstrate that even in the worst case, the
costs of robustness are not prohibitive.
Finally, the performance of the synchronous TPC-B workload demonstrates
the possible benefits of the transactional checksum. In the base case, this technique
improves standard ext3 performance by 20% (row 5), and in combination with
checksumming, replication, and parity, reduces overall overhead from roughly 42%
(row 26) to 21% (row 31). Hence, even when not used for additional robustness,
checksums can be applied to improve the performance of journaling file systems.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Files
(count)
22182
12688
62222
11547
13821
126697
10207
68985
70314

Dir
(MB)
5.19
4.53
34.56
5.57
5.52
22.86
4.28
17.17
26.21

Indir
(MB)
9.98
6.74
22.26
6.35
10.61
32.43
0.54
14.29
17.01

Size
(MB)
1612.61
1885.45
4771.69
1379.23
1756.90
4043.66
1396.82
1896.05
1646.76

Checksum
(MB)
7.87 (0.5%)
9.20 (0.5%)
23.30 (0.5%)
6.73 (0.5%)
8.58 (0.5%)
19.74 (0.5%)
6.82 (0.5%)
9.26 (0.5%)
8.04 (0.5%)

Parity
(MB)
086.64 (05.37%)
049.56 (02.62%)
243.05 (05.09%)
045.10 (03.27%)
053.98 (03.07%)
494.91 (12.23%)
039.87 (02.85%)
269.47 (14.21%)
274.66 (16.67%)

Replicas
(MB)
129.17 (8.01%)
125.27 (6.64%)
170.82 (3.58%)
125.93 (9.13%)
130.14 (7.40%)
169.29 (4.18%)
118.82 (8.50%)
145.46 (7.67%)
157.23 (9.54%)

Table 5.3: Space Overhead. The above table lists the space overhead due to redundant
information across nine different home directories. Inode blocks are allocated statically
in ext3 and it adds about 64 MB of replica overhead per file system. Checksums for each
block cause a constant space overhead of about 0.5% for each file system.

Space Overhead: To evaluate space overhead, we measured about nine local file
systems (mostly home directories of graduate students at UW Computer Sciences
Department) and computed the increase in space required if all metadata was repli-
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cated, room for checksums was included, and an extra block for parity was allocated. Table 5.3 presents a detailed list of space overhead numbers. Each row lists
the space cost per file system. For each file, one parity block is allocated. Directory
and indirect blocks are dynamic metadata blocks, which changes across file systems, while inode blocks and bitmap blocks are statically allocated when the file
system is created. Checksums cause only a constant, small space overhead of about
0.5%. Overall, we found that the space overhead of checksumming and metadata
replication is small, in the 3% to 10% range. We found that parity-block overhead
for all user files is a bit more substantial, in the range of 3% to 17% depending on
the volume analyzed.

5.2.3 Summary
We investigate a family of redundancy techniques, and find that ixt3 greatly increases the robustness of the file system under partial failures while incurring modest time and space overheads. We also see that parity blocks can strike a balance
in terms of robustness, performance, and space overheads, especially for user data,
which occupies a significant part of a local file system. We believe that ixt3 represents just a single point in a large space of possible IRON file systems. In the
following sections, we explore other designs, focusing specifically on parity blocks.

5.3 Redundant Parity Blocks
In the previous section, we studied in-breadth the cost and effectiveness of various
redundant information. However, in some cases, our design decisions were simple such as using a single parity block per file. In this section, we explore more
in-depth the issues in building in-disk redundancy on commodity hardware, focusing primarily on parity as the redundant information due to its simplicity, minimal
space overhead, ease of computation, and widespread use in file and storage systems [21, 28, 96].
First, in order to explore a data layout for parity blocks that is robust against
spatially correlated failures, we need a failure model. In this regard, we propose using Markov Random Fields [68] to express the spatial dependencies across
disk blocks and develop a simple probabilistic model for data placement assuming spatially local failures. Second, we need new techniques to update the parity
blocks and data blocks atomically, since writing both to the journal can significantly increase the performance cost. We discuss two parity update techniques,
a traditional overwrite and a radical no-overwrite technique, which differ in the
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way they interact with the file system journaling when ordering their block reads
and writes. The overwrite technique does not guarantee atomic update of data
and parity (ParityN on-atomic ) but no-overwrite technique provides this atomicity
(ParityAtomic ). Finally, we evaluate the performance overhead of overwrite and
no-overwrite techniques.

5.3.1 Spatial Locality in Sector Failures
To handle block failures within the file system, one must have a model of how such
block failures occur. One important characteristic such failures exhibit is spatial
locality (Section 2.4). Specifically, media errors due to particle scratches, thermal
asperity [43], or bad disk head can render a set of contiguous blocks unusable [59].
File system developers are aware of this problem and have considered faultisolated data placements for certain important blocks. For example, in the original
design of Berkeley Fast File System, redundant super blocks are carefully placed
such that no single failure of a disk track, cylinder or surface endangers all the
copies [71]. However, generic block layout algorithms in modern file systems are
focused on improving performance and are oblivious to spatially local disk errors.
For example, IBM JFS stores both the primary and secondary copies of its super
block close together (separated by seven blocks). Such design decisions can make
both the primary and secondary blocks unusable if there are spatially local errors.
In this section, we propose a probabilistic disk failure model that characterizes
disk block errors with spatial locality and use this model to layout blocks such that
the probability of two or more errors affecting related blocks is low. Our techniques
are developed specifically for journaling file systems because modern file systems
such as Windows NTFS, Linux ext3, ReiserFS, IBM JFS, and XFS are journaling
file systems, and none of these file systems currently provide parity-based redundancy. We evaluate the validity of the probabilistic model by comparing it with
results from fault injection experiments and the probability of multiple failures as
predicted by the failure model matches closely with the results from the fault injection experiments.
Probabilistic Failure Model
Let us define a redundancy set(k,f ) to be a set of k disk blocks, viz., B0 , B1 , ...,
Bk−1 that can tolerate a maximum of f failures. That is, if more than f blocks in
the set of k blocks fail, the redundancy set cannot be recovered. The k disk blocks
can contain file system data or metadata. In the following discussion, we consider a
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redundancy set(k,1) that can tolerate only up to 1 failure, and cannot recover from
multiple failures. 2 We define two events:
F1 : A block, Bi , in the redundancy set fails.
F2 : At least one more block in the redundancy set fails.
When event F2 happens, the file system cannot recover the failed blocks from
the redundancy set. P (F2 |F1 ) gives the probability that a second failure happens
given that a first failure has already occurred. Using conditional probability,
P (F2 |F1 ) =

P (F2 ∩ F1 )
.
P (F1 )

The objective of the data layout algorithm is to select blocks such that the probability of more than one block failure occurring in the same redundancy set is below
a certain threshold T. That is, we want
P (F2 ∩ F1 ) < T

⇒ {P (F2 |F1 ) × P (F1 )} < T

(5.1)
(5.2)

We calculate the probability of more than one block failure under two different
cases. First, we consider block errors as independent events and derive the probability for 2 or more failures in a redundancy set. Then, we incorporate spatial locality
into the model and solve for a more generic case. We denote P (F2 ∩ F1 ) by P (Er ),
where Er denotes the event of two or more failures happening in a redundancy set
r containing k blocks.
Case 1: We can treat block failures as independent events and assume that
they are uniformly spread on the disk. That is, if there are n blocks on the disk and
some block fails, then the probability that a block B fails is n1 . If the block failures
are independent, then P (Er ) is given by:
P (Er ) = 1 − P (Exactly one failure) − P (No failures)
1
1
1
⇒ P (Er ) = 1 − [k C1 ( )(1 − )k−1 ] − [(1 − )k ]
n
n
n

(5.3)

where k Cj gives the number of combinations of j blocks out of k blocks and
(1 − n1 ) is the probability with which a block does not fail.
Case 2: In reality, latent sector faults are not independent and can have spatial locality. Therefore, a more realistic fault model takes into account that block
2

Note that we interchangeably use the term “multiple failures” to refer to 2 or more failures.
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failures may be correlated and the probability of failure can differ according to the
location of a block with respect to other faulty blocks on the disk.
We propose that the spatial dependencies among a set of sites can be expressed
using Markov Random Fields (MRF). MRF gives the probability distribution at a
site i, specified conditionally on the sites in the neighborhood of i. The neighborhood of a site i is defined by some function. For example, all the sites within a
radius of R from site i could be defined as neighbors of i.
We give a brief introduction to MRF and then discuss how we can express the
dependencies between the disk block failures as an MRF (a more detailed treatment
of MRF can be found elsewhere [68]). Let F be a finite collection of random
variables i.e., F = {V1 , ..., Vn }. Each random variable Vi corresponds to a site i
and takes a value vi from a set Li . Let Ni be the set of neighbors of i. F is an MRF
if and only if the random variable Vi depends only on its neighbors. More formally,
P (Vi = vi |Vj = vj , for j 6= i)

=

P (Vi = vi |Vj = vj for j ∈ Ni )

(5.4)

The above condition brings out the local characteristics of F , which states that a
site i depends only on its neighbors Ni . Note that for an MRF, it is always possible
to take a sufficiently large Ni such that the above condition holds.
If the probability that a disk block fails depends only on its neighbors then the
spatial locality of disk block failures can be expressed as a Markov Random Field.
For example, if a block is affected only by the failures of other blocks on the same
track, then blocks on the same track can be defined as neighbors of each other. The
most general definition would consider all the blocks on the disk as neighbors (in
fact, this is the definition we adopt for our evaluation). Depending on the definition
of the neighborhood of a block, the layout algorithm can construct a redundancy
set such that two or more errors happening in the same redundancy set is minimal.
In the following discussion, we treat the state of each block as a random variable, and it can take one of the two values {valid, failed}. We treat the set of disk
block states as an MRF and derive the probability for two or more failures as follows. Consider two blocks Bi and Bj in the redundancy set. Assume that Bi has
failed. If Bj is not a neighbor of Bi , then it is not affected by Bi ’s failure. However, if Bj is a neighbor of Bi , then the probability that Bj fails depends upon the
distance of Bj from Bi (due to spatial locality). Let d be the distance of block Bj
from the failed block Bi , and P (d) represent the probability of failure at a distance
d. The distribution P (d) can be chosen to reflect the extent to which block errors
are spatial. For example, one can choose an exponential decay distribution for P (d)
if the probability of failure drops exponentially as the distance d increases. Among
all the k blocks of the redundancy set, let the block Bi have mi blocks as neighbors.
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For the sake of simplicity, let all the mi blocks be at an exact distance of di from
the failed block Bi . The probability of two or more failures in a redundancy set
given that block Bi has failed is given by:
P (At least one more block out of mi fails | Bi has failed)×P (Block Bi has failed)
⇒ [1 − P (None of the mi blocks fail | Bi has failed)] × P (Block Bi has failed)

1
(5.5)
n
where (1 − P (di ))mi is the probability with which all the mi blocks do not
fail. In practice, the mi blocks must be at least at distance di and then Equation 5.5
gives the upper bound on the probability of multiple failures. Our objective is to
find the probability of multiple failures for all such Bi in the redundancy set r. This
is given by,
k
X
1
(5.6)
[1 − (1 − P (di ))mi ] ×
P (Er ) =
n
⇒ [1 − (1 − P (di ))mi ] ×

i=1

Equations 5.3 and 5.6 give the probability of 2 or more failures in a redundancy
set r with k blocks. A disk with n blocks has nk redundancy sets. To find the
probability of multiple failures happening over the entire disk, one must consider
all the nk redundancy sets while calculating the probability using either Equation 5.3
or 5.6. Let q = nk . We derive the probability of multiple failures within at least one
redundancy set (represented by P (M)) over the entire disk as follows:
P (M) = 1 − P (No multiple failures in all redundancy sets)
=1−

q
Y
i=1

[1 − P (Ei )]

(5.7)

Q
where qi=1 [1 − P (Ei )] gives the probability of no multiple failures happening in
all the redundancy sets.
Using the failure model
In this section, we discuss how the failure model can be employed by a file system
to construct redundancy sets and lay out blocks. First, we use Equation 5.7 to
compute the probability of multiple failures and then describe how this probability
can be used by file systems to construct redundancy sets.
In practice, the type of distribution to choose for P (d) must be derived by analyzing the sector errors over a large set of failed disks. Although no such distribu-
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Figure 5.2: Multiple Failures Under Different Probability Distributions.

tion is available today (due to the proprietary nature of the disk industry), they can
be made available in the future by disk manufacturers or users of large disk farms.
Since there are no numbers available to choose for P (d), we use different distribution functions for P (d) to compute the probability of multiple errors happening on
at least one redundancy set over the entire disk.
In Figure 5.2, we plot the probability of multiple failures under three different
distributions for P (d): one, an exponential decay curve, where the probability of
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failure drops exponentially as the distance of a block increases from an already
failed block (left-most graph in Figure 5.2); two, a distribution with a linear drop
in probability (middle graph in Figure 5.2); finally, a step-like distribution that has
the same probability over a certain set of contiguous tracks, and then drops further
(right-most graph in Figure 5.2). Each graph in Figure 5.2 has 3 curves in it. The
curve denoted by P (d) plots the failure probability of a block at a distance d from an
already failed block. The two other curves plot the probability of multiple failures
happening over the entire disk for different values of k (size of the redundancy set).
We discuss three main points of Figure 5.2. First, instead of plotting the values of P (Er ) (Equation 5.6), which gives the probability of multiple failures for a
particular redundancy set r, we plot the probability of multiple failures happening
within at least one redundancy set over the entire disk of size 50 GB (Equation 5.7).
The reason is P (Er ) does not capture how a large disk with several thousands of
redundancy sets can have a higher probability of multiple failures. Second, we
plot the probability of multiple failures for two different values of k viz., k = 50
and k = 400. As k (the size of the redundancy set) increases, the probability of
two or more failures also increases. Finally, the graphs plot the failure distribution
over a simple two dimensional surface. However, disks can have multiple surfaces,
and therefore, the failure distribution P (d) could be chosen to express the spatial
locality across multiple surfaces, and across multiple tracks on a single surface.
A file system can compute the probability of multiple failures using the failure
model and layout the related blocks accordingly. For example, assuming that the
distance d represents track separation, if P (d) follows an exponential decay curve
similar to the left most graph of Figure 5.2, file systems can construct redundancy
sets such that the blocks of the set are separated at least by a distance of 100 tracks
in order to keep the probability of multiple failures low. It is important to note
that logical file system entities like files and directories themselves are allocated
contiguously irrespective of whether the distance d is set to 100 or 0. Setting d
to 100 means that the redundancy set blocks are separated by at least 100 tracks.
Figure 5.3 depicts one particular case of such a layout where a file is allocated
contiguously on a single track, while the corresponding blocks on every 100th track
belong to the same redundancy set. A file system can also use Equation 5.7 to derive
the size of the redundancy set based on its fault tolerance requirements.
Failure model limitations
Our model has the following limitations. First, we do not account for temporal
locality in block access patterns. If two blocks are accessed together, they might
be affected by a bad disk head. Second, the block layout algorithm is based on
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Figure 5.3: Block Layout Using the Failure Model. The above figure shows an example
of how redundancy sets are constructed from various disk tracks. Note that the physical
contiguity of logically contiguous blocks are not affected. For example, all the blocks in a
file can still be allocated continuously.

the assumption that file systems can observe the disk geometry and control block
placements. Logical block to physical disk address mappings can be obtained for
SCSI disks using low level SCSI commands. However, for low end ATA drives
such features may not be available. For such low end drives, the disk features can be
extracted by running micro benchmarks similar to the one developed by Talagala et
al. [114]. Finally, lower layers on the storage stack can reassign blocks to different
locations on the disk breaking the layout pattern suggested by the file system [111].
For example, disk drives themselves can do bad block remapping which can affect
the file system’s assumption about where disk blocks are located. However, in
modern systems, such remapping is rare and the locations of the remapped blocks
can be obtained through low-level disk commands.
Model Evaluation
In this section, we describe the evaluation of the probabilistic failure model. We
evaluate the probability model by comparing the results from equation 5.7 with the
results from a set of fault injection experiments on a simulated disk.
The fault injection experiment works as follows. First, we construct parity sets
on a disk with n blocks. Then, a block B out of the n disk blocks is selected at
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Figure 5.4: Comparing the Probability of Multiple Failures Using Failure Model and
Simulation.

random and failed. Following the first failure, the other blocks from the same parity
set as B are considered for the second failure. Depending on the distance of a block
from the failed block B, we compute the chances of the second failure and inject
the second fault probabilistically. We run the experiment for 10,000 iterations on
a simulated disk of 50 GB. The probability of the second (or higher number of
failures) is computed as the number of times a second or a higher number of faults
were injected over 10,000 runs. We repeat the experiment for different parity set
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sizes and block distances. In Figure 5.4, we plot the probability of 2 or more failures
from the equation 5.7 and the results of the fault injection tests. From Figure 5.4,
we can see that the curves from the model and experiments match closely.

5.3.2 Redundant Data Update Techniques
As we pointed out in Section 5.3, commodity file systems run on cheap disk drives
without additional hardware support such as NVRAM. NVRAM support can be
useful when redundant information must be updated atomically, that is, either both
the primary and secondary copies are updated or none of them are modified. In this
section, we describe two techniques to update data and its corresponding parity.
First, we explain a traditional overwrite technique, which updates the data blocks
inplace and we employ this technique while implementing parity in ixt3. Although
simpler to implement, we show that this method does not guarantee atomic update
of data and parity (ParityN on-atomic ). Second, we develop a radical no-overwrite
approach, which writes the data to unallocated blocks and switches block pointers
to point to the new blocks. No-overwrite technique can atomically update the data
and parity (ParityAtomic ), and in principle, this is similar to the Write Anywhere
File Layout [53] approach that is used to maintain file system integrity. Both the
overwrite and no-overwrite techniques are integrated with the transactional semantics in journaling file systems.
We implement overwrite and no-overwrite techniques along with a block layout
proposed by the probabilistic model from the previous section. Our performance
evaluation shows that separating related blocks widely to avoid spatially local errors has some performance impact and it varies according to the workload. We
run microbenchmarks and show that overwrite update incurs more performance
overhead compared to no-overwrite technique. By batching parity updates, nooverwrite technique reduces costly disk seeks and thereby reduces performance
overhead. However, no-overwrite technique can fragment a file and therefore requires periodic cleaning to re-layout the file blocks contiguously.
First, we briefly recapitulate the journaling functionality, followed by an explanation of how parity update schema interact with journaling modes. Then, we
describe the overwrite and no-overwrite techniques, and finally, evaluate the techniques.
Journaling file systems
As we explain in Section 3.1, journaling file systems offer three different journaling
modes: data journaling, ordered journaling, and writeback journaling. Each mode
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differs from the other by the type of blocks they write to the journal and the order
in which the blocks are written. We focus on ordered journaling mode, which is the
default mode in the modern file systems such as Linux ext3, ReiserFS, IBM JFS,
XFS, and Windows NTFS due to its low performance overhead compared to the
data journaling mode and better consistency semantics compared to the writeback
mode. In fact, JFS, XFS, and NTFS do not support any other journaling modes.
In ordered journaling mode, only the metadata blocks are written to the journal.
The data blocks are written directly to their fixed locations. But, the data writes are
ordered such that they complete before the metadata blocks are committed to the
journal. For example, when an application writes to a block, first the data block on
the disk is updated. Next, the inode block and other metadata blocks are committed
to the journal. Once the transaction is committed, at a later point in time, the inode
and other metadata blocks are written to their final fixed locations on disk and this
process is called checkpointing.

Parity Scheme in Journaling File Systems
A file system can implement a parity-based redundancy scheme. Parity is calculated on a set of blocks and stored on a separate disk location. Parity is calculated
for both file system data and metadata. The location of the parity block for a set of
disk blocks is stored on a mapping and this mapping itself is protected by redundant
copies. In the following discussion, we refer to a redundancy set that uses parity as
the redundant information as a parity set.
In a journaling file system, parity-based redundancy works along with the journaling layer. That is, whenever a block is written, the parity block that protects the
block must also be updated in tandem during ordered writes. It is important that
the data and parity are updated atomically, or else the contents of the parity block
will be inconsistent with respect to the other blocks in the parity set.
There are three phases in the data and parity update procedure: one, a parity update phase where the old copies of the data and parity blocks are read from the disk
and the new contents of the parity block are computed using XOR operations; two,
a transaction commit phase where the data and parity blocks are updated through
ordered writes and the metadata blocks are committed to the journal; and finally,
a checkpoint phase where the metadata blocks that were logged to the journal are
written to their final fixed locations on the disk. The overwrite and no-overwrite
techniques differ in the order in which these phases are executed and where the data
is written to the disk. Specifically, overwrite and no-overwrite techniques implement ParityN on-atomic and ParityAtomic respectively from Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Overwrite Technique for Parity Update. The figure shows the sequence of
steps followed by the file system to update the parity block in overwrite technique.

Overwrite
Figures 5.5(i) to 5.5(iii) depict the three phases of overwrite update. The first phase
is the parity update phase. When a new write is issued, the old copies of the data
block and the parity block are read from the disk (steps (a), (b), and (c)). Using
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the old copies and the new write, the new parity contents are calculated (step (d)).
The second phase is the transaction commit phase in which the new data and parity
blocks are written to their fixed locations on disk (steps (e) and (f)). Once the ordered writes are over, the metadata blocks including the inode block are committed
to the journal (step (g)). The last phase is the checkpointing phase during which the
journaled blocks are written to their fixed locations on disk (step (h)). At the end
of the third phase, the parity set is consistent and if one of the blocks in the parity
set fails, it can be recovered using the rest of the blocks.
However, the overwrite update algorithm does not provide atomic update of
data and parity, and therefore, cannot recover from block errors during journal recovery. This can be explained by considering the following case: if the file system
crashes after step (e) and before the completion of step (g) in Figure 5.5(ii), then
during journal recovery, all the disk blocks in the parity set must be read to recompute parity. This is due to the lack of atomicity, which results in an inconsistent
parity block after the crash. However, while reading the parity set blocks, if the file
system encounters a latent sector fault or block corruption, then the parity block
cannot be used to recover the failed block because the parity set is in an inconsistent state. The root cause of the problem is in the overwrite update; by modifying
the old contents of the data block, the parity set is made inconsistent until the parity block is also updated with its new contents. Note that even if the parity block
is in a consistent state during the crash (say, the crash happened after step (f) and
before step (g)), the file system cannot provide guarantees about the consistency of
the parity block, and therefore it has to read all k blocks to compute the parity. In
general, the same problem would occur if the file system crashed at any point in
time before the completion of journal commit (step (g)) in the transaction commit
phase (Figure 5.5(ii)).
No-Overwrite
In this section, we describe the no-overwrite technique to update the parity block. In
this schema, the data block is not overwritten; rather, it is written to a new location
on disk. The three phases of this technique are shown in Figures 5.6(i) to 5.6(iii).
The first phase is the transaction commit (in contrast to the parity update in the
overwrite technique). When a write to a block is issued, instead of overwriting the
old contents, a new block is allocated and the data is written to the new location
(steps (a) and (b)). This constitutes the ordered write in the ordered journaling
mode. Note that the new block allocated must be in the same parity set as the old
′
block. That is, in Figure 5.6, blocks B1 and B1 must be from the same parity group.
After the ordered writes, the metadata blocks including the inode are committed to
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Figure 5.6: No-overwrite Technique for Parity Update. The figure shows the sequence
of steps followed by the file system to update the parity block in no-overwrite technique.

the journal (step (c)). The second phase, which is the parity update phase, happens
before checkpointing. During this phase, the old versions of the data and parity
blocks are read from the disk, and the new parity contents are calculated (steps (d),
(e), and (f)). The final phase is the checkpoint phase, where the parity block is
written to its original location on disk (step (g)), followed by the checkpoint of the
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metadata blocks to their fixed locations (step (h)). Note that in step (h), the block
pointer in the inode has changed to refer to the new location of the data block.
Since the data blocks are not overwritten, this schema provides the necessary
atomicity and can recover from block failures even during journal recovery. Considering the same example we saw before, even if the file system crashes after step
(b) in Figure 5.6(i), the parity set remains in a consistent state. Therefore, any
block error in the parity set can be recovered by reading the other blocks in the parity set. A file system crash happening during any step in Figures 5.6(i) to 5.6(iii)
followed by a single block error during journal recovery can be successfully recovered because at any point the parity block is either consistent with the old contents
′
of block B1 or with the new contents of block B1 . Since the parity block is always
in a consistent state, block errors can be recovered successfully.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it fragments a file into several blocks
due to a new block allocation on every overwrite. Periodic cleaning of fragmented
blocks to reallocate them contiguously can be performed to improve the file contiguity on the disk.

5.3.3 Performance Analysis
We now evaluate the performance of overwrite and no-overwrite approaches, and
compare it to default ext3. We run a set of microbenchmarks and macrobenchmarks similar to those used by Stein et al. to evaluate their checksum implementation [110]. First, we present the implementation and system configuration details,
then discuss the microbenchmark results, and finally explain the macrobenchmark
results.
Implementation: We implement the overwrite and no-overwrite techniques in
Linux ext3. In both the techniques, reads are directly issued to the corresponding
disk blocks (i.e., reads do not incur any additional processing overhead). However,
file system writes may incur extra disk reads and writes. In overwrite mode, for
ordered and checkpoint data writes, old copies of the blocks are read (if they are
not already present in a local cache), parity is computed, and written to disk. In
no-overwrite mode, a new block is allocated for an ordered write and the parity
computation occurs during checkpointing. For the evaluation purposes, we run the
experiments on 4 GB partition and separate the blocks in the same parity set by
at least 5 tracks (about 800 KB). That is, this design can tolerate spatially local
failures that are no longer than 800 KB. In order to reduce the seek overhead, we
group the writes in a queue and issue them as a whole. In all the experiments, we
cache the parity blocks, which consumed about 1 MB of memory. Our test system
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Figure 5.7: Performance Under Microbenchmarks. The three graphs plot the performance of overwrite and no-overwrite techniques with respect to ext3. Performance under
file creates, file writes, and file reads are plotted in the top, middle, and bottom graphs
respectively.

consists of a Linux 2.6.9 kernel on a 2.4 GHz Intel P4 with 1 GB of memory and a
Western Digital WDC WD1200BB-00DAA0 disk.
Microbenchmarks: The microbenchmarks consist of three phases. First, files
are created synchronously with 1KB data each. We create between 50 to 500 files,
and not more than 50 files per directory in order to limit the pathname lookup
time. Second, a 100 KB of data is written to each file synchronously. Totally,
we write between 5 MB to 50 MB to all files. Finally, the files are read. All the
phases issue plenty of random I/Os to small files spread across multiple directories
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and some sequential I/Os within each file. Between each phase, the file system is
unmounted to clear the cache contents. Although artificial, this helps us separate
the performance impact in each phase.
Figure 5.7 presents the results of microbenchmarks and we make the following
observations. First, in File Creates, overwrite and no-overwrite perform worse than
default ext3 and this is due to the additional disk traffic incurred by reads to old
copies of blocks and writes to parity blocks. Second, in File Writes, no-overwrite
performs better than overwrite approach. Examining the disk traffic further, we
find that this is due to the higher disk seek incurred in the overwrite approach. If
writes are issued over multiple transactions, overwrite technique updates the parity
on every transaction by reading the old copies of the data and parity blocks (Figure 5.5(i)) whereas the no-overwrite scheme batches all the parity updates together
just before checkpointing (Figure 5.6(ii)). This parity update batching reduces the
disk seeks and improves the write performance. Finally in File Reads, in contrast to
writes, no-overwrite scheme performs worse than overwrite approach (which has
no performance degradation with respect to default ext3). Since no-overwrite allocates a new block for every ordered write, over time the data gets scattered around
the disk. Therefore, while reading back the data written, we pay additional cost
by seeking to the scattered data locations. With periodic de-fragmentation, this
overhead can be reduced.
Techniques
Overwrite
No-Overwrite

SSH
1.09
1.11

Web
1.00
1.04

PostMark
1.19
1.26

TPC-B
1.46
1.50

Table 5.4: Performance Overheads of Overwrite and No-Overwrite. The table lists
the relative running overheads of four different benchmarks in overwrite and no-overwrite
techniques when compared to Linux ext3. Overheads greater than 10% are marked in bold.

Macrobenchmarks: We run a set of four macrobenchmarks, similar to the ones
we used to evaluate the performance of ixt3 (Section 5.2.2): a benchmark representing desktop type workloads (SSH-Build), a read intensive workload (web server),
a metadata intensive benchmark (PostMark [61]), and finally, a workload with lots
of synchronous writes (TPC-B [117]).
The relative overheads of four benchmarks in overwrite and no-overwrite techniques with respect to default ext3 are presented in Table 5.4. From the table, we
can derive the following conclusions. First, both overwrite and no-overwrite incur
additional overhead when compared to default ext3, and the magnitude of the over-
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head depends on the workload. For write intensive workloads with no idle time
like PostMark or TPC-B, the overhead varies from 19% to 50%. Note that we run
these benchmarks on a cold cache with no copies of disk blocks present in memory
and this results in extra overhead due to reads to old disk block copies. However,
on an actual system some blocks may be present in the cache, and we expect that
this can reduce some overhead. For SSH, which is a desktop-like workload, the
overhead is modest (9% for overwrite and 11% for no-overwrite). Second, there
are no additional overheads for the web server workload in overwrite technique
but no-overwrite incurs some overhead (about 4%) due to scattered file blocks (we
see a similar behavior in the File Reads microbenchmark as well). Finally, although no-overwrite technique performs better when compared to overwrite technique on simple write intensive microbenchmarks, its performance degrades when
the benchmark involves both reads and writes.
In summary, the no-overwrite technique incurs less overhead compared to the
overwrite technique, primarily due to the batching of parity updates. However, the
no-overwrite technique has the disadvantage of reallocating the file blocks to different locations on disk and thereby fragmenting the file. Periodic cleaning with file
re-layouts is necessary to maintain the physical contiguity of logically contiguous
file blocks.

5.4 Conclusion
Although redundant information has been used for years in building robust file and
storage systems, their use within a single disk has not been thoroughly studied
before. Low-end systems offer several challenges including the lack of redundant
disk drives and NVRAM support. In this chapter, we explore the effectiveness and
cost of different redundancy techniques that use checksum, parity, and replica to
detect and recover from errors. From our experiences in building ixt3, we conclude
that while the performance cost of redundant information can be severe for high
I/O intensive workloads, the overheads are modest for typical desktop applications.
We also find that the parity approach strikes a balance in terms of effectiveness,
performance, and space overheads. Since disk sectors can be subject to spatially
correlated failures, parity blocks must be laid out carefully. We derive a simple
probabilistic equation that can be used by a file system to construct parity sets
such that the chances of multiple errors affecting the same set is low. Finally, we
develop two parity update techniques. While the traditional overwrite approach
modifies data blocks in place, the radical no-overwrite approach writes data to new
locations and changes block pointers. Although no-overwrite offers the atomicity
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in updating redundant information, it can fragment a file and therefore requires
periodic cleaning.
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Chapter 6

Unifying Failure Handling with
Low-level Machinery
In this chapter, we address the second challenge in building robust file systems;
that is, how to incorporate low-level redundancy machinery with the myriads of
high-level failure handling policies. We restructure commodity file systems with
a Centralized Failure Handler that unifies all the I/O failure handling at a single
point. First, we describe the design and implementation details and then explain
the evaluation of the system.

6.1 Centralized Failure Handler
Our failure policy analysis reveals that file system failure handling is broken with
failure policies that are inconsistent, inflexible, coarse-grained, and erroneous in
error propagation.
File systems contain complex interleaving of I/O calls that are initiated from
various locations in the file system code. For example, disk reads and writes are
issued by system calls, background daemons, journaling layer, and buffer cache
manager. In addition, there are functions that notify the I/O completion, which are
special routines that are different from the functions that issue the I/O. This results
in diffusion of I/O specific routines throughout the file system code.
Diffusion of I/O calls leads to diffusion of I/O failure handling. That is, the
code that detects I/O failures and performs recovery (such as retry or stopping the
file system) is spread over different places. This leads to several problems:
Inconsistent Policies: File systems contain illogically inconsistent failure handling
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policies, where different failure handling techniques are used even under similar
failure scenarios unintentionally. For example, in Figure 4.5 that is presented in
Section 4.3.1, we can observe that for similar indirect block read errors, four different recovery actions are taken by ext3: zero (RZero ), propagate (RP ropagate ),
stop (RStop ), and retry (RRetry ). We confirm by verifying the source code that this
inconsistent failure handling is due to ad hoc application of recovery techniques.
Tangled Policies and Mechanisms: Due to the diffusion of I/O calls and their
corresponding failure handling, it becomes harder to separate failure policies (e.g.,
“detect block corruption”) from their implementation (e.g., “do a specific sanity
checking”). As a result of this tangled policy and mechanism, neither can be modified without affecting the other, resulting in an inflexible failure handling system.
Coarse Grained Policies: Modern file systems do not support fine-grained perblock-type failure policies. Under different block type failures, file systems often
use the same recovery technique such as stopping the entire file system. In the current file system framework, if different I/O failures must be handled with different
failure policies, the detection and recovery code must change at all the places where
an I/O is being issued. This can increase the diffusion of failure handling and in
turn, worsen the above mentioned problems.
We propose a Centralized Failure Handler (CFH) for file systems as a way to
mitigate the aforementioned problems and support well-defined failure policies.
The CFH architecture decouples failure handling mechanisms from policies, and
offers a configurable framework where a file system can specify per-block-type
failure policies.
There are many challenges in building a CFH. First, the CFH needs semantic
information about I/O calls; that is, what block type each I/O represents. Broadly,
there are two ways to obtain this information. One, we can apply reverse engineering techniques with file system level gray-box knowledge [9, 83] to the I/O stream
and find the block types. Although similar techniques have been developed in the
past to do this to a certain extent [10, 12, 105, 106, 108], they are complex and
cannot guarantee correct block type detection due to file system asynchrony. The
other approach is to modify the file system source code to explicitly pass block
type information along with each I/O call, and we adopt this approach. Second,
even if one has access to source code, it is not always possible to get the correct
block type due to generic file system components. For example, if an I/O is issued
by a file system via the generic buffer cache layer, block type information is lost.
We modify the common journaling layer and buffer cache manager to overcome
this limitation. Finally, failure policies are harder to specify without the correct
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framework due to hundreds of combinations of block types, detection, and recovery actions that are possible. We have developed a policy table that abstracts away
the complex details of mechanisms and offers a simple interface to specify even
intricate failure policies.
We design, implement, and evaluate a prototype CFH for Linux ext3, where
we show that CFH can detect and recover from failures in a consistent manner as
specified by the file system. Our evaluation brings out the flexibility of the CFH,
where a few lines of change in the configuration modifies the failure policy of ext3
to behave like ReiserFS or NTFS.

6.1.1 Design and Implementation
The main goal of CFH is to provide a single locale within the system for a file
system policy to be specified and appropriately handled. Thus, all requests must be
routed through the CFH and I/O failures must be reported to the CFH first.
Key to this vision is the policy table, which specifies the failure-handling policy
of the system, thus enabling CFH to cleanly separate policy from mechanism. The
policy table should be easy to read (thus ensuring that the policy that is enacted is
the policy that is desired) and easy to modify (thus ensuring that new policies can
easily be put into place as needed).
Also critical to the design of CFH is the availability of the correct semantic
information. For example, when a specific request passes through the CFH, information about its block type and other relevant information about the request should
be accessible within the CFH. Such information is crucial in enabling fine-grained
and flexible policies to be implemented.
We now describe our approach to centralized failure handling. We start with the
basic framework, then discuss issues in the design of the policy table and acquiring
semantic information, and finally explain a few implementation details.
Basic Framework
Figure 6.1 shows the framework of the CFH. I/O calls are issued from different
components of a file system such as the core file system, journaling layer, and
buffer cache manager. Each of the reads and writes are passed to the CFH, which
then issues the request to the lower level device drivers of the disk.
Each I/O call, besides from containing the standard information such as the
block number and request size, also contains semantic information about the I/O.
For example, semantic information of each I/O includes the block type, inode num-
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Figure 6.1: The CFH Framework. The figure shows components of a centralized failure
handler. It has three main subsystems: a file system specific layer, a generic layer, and
threads for failure handling. The file system specific layer also maintains a failure policy
table. The generic layer contains various mechanisms such as replication, parity, and
checksums that can be commonly used by various file systems.

ber, pointers to specific detection and recovery routines, and so on. Such information is crucial in enabling fine-grained and flexible policies at the CFH.
The CFH basic framework consists of three main components: a file system
specific layer, a generic layer, and additional threads to handle failures. We describe
each in turn.
File system specific layer: The file system specific layer receives requests that
are issued from a particular file system or from other layers on behalf of the file
system, and it understands the semantics of the I/O requests. For example, the ext3
specific component understands different block types of ext3.
A file system can use generic detection and recovery routines such as the checksum or retry module or file system specific block type sanity checking modules or
its own special recovery routines. In our current prototype implementation, the
policies are specified by the file system developer. However, extending the interface to other users such as system administrators is simple. When a file system
mounts, it registers its specific detection and recovery routines. For example, ext3
could register a function pointer to ext3 inode sanity check() with the
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CFH during its mount, which will be called every time an inode block is read or
written by ext3. Note that using this framework, a file system can even perform
sanity checking before its writes are issued to the disk, which can help find certain
software-induced or memory-related corruptions before the data reaches the disk.
Generic layer: The CFH consists of a generic layer that implements several
mechanisms such as retry, replication, parity, remap, and different types of checksums, all of which are available to the policy implementor. The functionality provided by the generic layer can be used commonly across multiple file systems and
the generic mechanisms can be easily configured to suit the needs of the file system. For example, the number of retries can be easily set for ext3 and they can be
different for reads, writes, and other block types. This design aspect of the CFH
provides a clean separation of mechanisms from policy.
Failure handlers: CFH contains additional threads to handle I/O failures. An
I/O completion is notified under interrupt context and if there is a failure, the recovery actions cannot be invoked under interrupt context because they are time critical
and performing complex recovery actions under them might crash the entire system.
When an error is detected, the I/O block along with its context information is
added to a queue and the failure handler thread is woken up. The failure handler
thread removes the failed I/O and enforces the recovery policy specified by the
file system. For example, if the file system wants to retry a failed I/O, the I/O
is reissued. One can implement and apply any of the techniques under the IRON
taxonomy (Tables 2.1 and 2.2) using the failure handlers.
Failure handling threads are also useful in monitoring asynchronous I/O calls.
Typically, asynchronous I/O failures are not detected by a file system and no recovery action is taken. In CFH, the failure handlers capture all I/O failures including
asynchronous ones and handle them appropriately.
The Policy Table
CFH maintains a policy table, which is initialized by the file system during its
mount and can be modified while it is running. The policy table specifies the kind
of detection and recovery actions to be taken for each block type failure. It provides
a single and easily understandable location within which failure-handling policy is
specified.
Table 6.1 shows the fields on each record in the policy table. One record is
used for each block type, enabling the CFH to implement fine-grained policy per
block type of the file system. We explain the policy table fields in detail. Block
type information is specified by Type and for all blocks confirming to this type,
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Fields
Type
Validate IO
Retry max
Remap
Isolate
Inode
(*Sanity)
(*Recover)
FS Arg

What they represent
Block type information
Whether to verify the block contents.
Maximum number of retries
Whether this block must be remapped
Number of blocks to isolate around failed block
File or directory this block belongs to
Pointer to block type specific sanity checking module
Pointer to recovery module
Any file system specific argument (e.g., in-core super block)
passed to the recovery function

Table 6.1: CFH Policy Table. The table presents various fields in a CFH policy table
record. The fields can be configured separately for each I/O and offer great flexibility in
supporting fine-grained failure policies.

the policy specified by the record is applied. Validate IO is a flag that specifies whether a block content must be validated are not, and if so, whether to use
checksums or sanity checking for validation. Possible values for this field include
DONT VALIDATE, SANITY CHECK, and CHECKSUM.
We implement certain generic recovery routines such as retrying failed requests
and remapping writes to a different location. If a file system wants to use those recovery techniques, it can use the Retry max to specify maximum number of times
the failed I/O must be retried and Remap to point to the block to which a write failure must be remapped. Blocks around a failed block may have higher chances of
failing and therefore, a file system can use Isolate to specify the number of
blocks that must be remapped around a failed block. In addition to offering a perblock-type failure policy, one can even fine tune the policy to per file or directory.
For example, one can apply stronger failure handling approaches to root directory
than rest of the directories and this can be achieved by specifying the inode number of the file or directory in Inode field. (*Sanity) and (*Recover) are
function pointers specific to a file system. For example, in inode failure policy
record, a file system can set (*Sanity) to an inode sanity checking routine and
(*Recover) to a file system stop function. Certain file system recovery actions
such as stopping the entire file system require access to the in-core super block of
the file system and the policy table record also provides a field (FS Arg) to store
it.
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It must be noted that this is just one possible design for the policy table fields.
While we have taken a first approach here, more complex designs are possible. For
example, a file system might want to use its own remap routine in order to remap
an entire logically contiguous unit. In general, a file system can either implement
its own specialized routines for every IRON detection and recovery techniques, or
use all the techniques from the CFH generic layer. To support such highly flexible
designs, the policy table fields must be changed. However, we believe that those
changes are not significant and can be implemented as an extension of our prototype
design.

Acquiring Semantic Information
One of the design issues in building a CFH is understanding the semantics of each
I/O. The file system specific component of a CFH must understand the context of
an I/O such as the block type to invoke specific failure policies on I/O failure.
Understanding the I/O semantics is straightforward for reads and writes that
are issued directly from the file system. We modified ext3 to pass the I/O context
information along with an I/O call.
However, I/O calls can be issued from common file system layers such as the
generic buffer cache manager. There are two issues in modifying the functions in
buffer cache layer to use CFH. First, since the buffer cache is commonly used by
other parts of the system, file systems that do not use CFH will be affected. We
solve this problem by altering the buffer cache layer such that only if a file system
uses CFH, its I/O calls are redirected. Second, since the I/Os are issued from a
generic layer, the file system specific semantics is lost in these I/O calls. We handle
this problem by adding calls in ext3 that pass the block type information to CFH
for those I/Os that are issued via the generic layer.
When a file system is recovering after a crash, file system blocks that are written
in the journal as part of a successfully committed transaction are read and written
to their fixed locations. It is important that we know the type of the recovered
blocks so that the failure policies can be applied even during recovery. We cannot
configure the file system to pass the block type information during journal recovery
because the file system itself is not active until the recovery completes. We solve
this problem by storing the block type information along with the blocks in the
journal, which can be read during recovery to apply the appropriate failure policy.
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Function
readdir
rmdir
unlink
truncate
write

Ext3 block type
Directory
Directory, Data bitmap, Inode bitmap
Data bitmap, Inode bitmap, Indirect block
Data bitmap, Indirect block
Data bitmap, Indirect block

Table 6.2: Fixing Error Propagation. The table presents a list of functions that fail to
propagate error to the application on various block type failures in ext3. We fix all these
functions to send an “I/O Error” code to the application upon failure.

Implementation Details
We have implemented a centralized failure handler for Linux 2.6.9 kernel and modified Linux ext3 to use it. We also modify the generic buffer cache and journaling
layer to issued disk reads and writes to CFH if the requests are issued on behalf of
ext3. We call the resulting system as ext3c .
We verified that all the I/O calls are redirected to the CFH by flagging I/O
requests within the CFH and ensuring that all requests that are about to be passed
to disk have such a flag. Although not comprehensive, this simple technique gave
us confidence that the CFH interposed on all relevant I/Os.
In order to build a robust system, error codes must be propagated reliably across
different layers of the system until the error is handled appropriately. CFH is designed such that when an I/O failure cannot be recovered, it propagates the failure
to the file system and also logs error message in the system log. However, file
systems ignore failures and often fail to propagate the error to the application [86].
From our analysis, we find that ext3 fails to propagate error to the application under
several POSIX calls (for example, directory block failure in rmdir is not notified
to an application). Table 6.2 lists a set of functions that ignore error propagation in
ext3 and we fix all those functions in ext3c .

6.1.2 Evaluation
We evaluate ext3c as follows. First, we show the flexibility and consistency of
ext3c by making it mimic ReiserFS-like and NTFS-like failure policies. By changing a few lines of code in the policy table, ext3c acts entirely differently in response
to a disk failure. Second, we evaluate how ext3c can be used to implement finegrained policies for different block types. Specifically, we develop and evaluate a
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policy that acts in a more paranoid fashion about its own metadata, while simply
propagating failures encountered when accessing user data. Finally, we evaluate
the performance overhead of routing I/O requests via CFH by running several macrobenchmarks.
Flexibility and Consistency in ext3c
Linux ext3c is highly flexible and can be easily configured to mimic different failure policies just by modifying a few lines in its configuration file. A configuration
command in ext3c is as simple as:
ext3c_dir_block
.Type
.Validate_IO
.Retry_max
.Sanity
.Recover
};

=
=
=
=
=

= {
ext3c_DIR_BLOCK,
SANITY_CHECK,
0,
ext3c_dir_sanity_check,
ext3c_stop,

The above code defines the failure policy for directory blocks in ext3c . It informs CFH to perform sanity checking using ext3c dir sanity check routine and if there is an I/O failure, asks CFH to stop the system by calling ext3c stop.
The above configuration mimics ReiserFS-like failure policy. Previous work
has shown that ReiserFS is paranoid about disk failures and therefore stops the
file system on most block I/O errors [86]. We show the flexibility of CFH by
changing its failure policy from ReiserFS to that of NTFS by altering only a few
lines. NTFS assumes failures are more transient, and therefore performs persistent
retries [45, 86]. We make ext3c behave like NTFS on directory failures by setting
Retry max to a non-zero value and Recover to an error propagating function,
We use a testing framework similar to that of our previous analysis (Section 5.2)
to perform a thorough failure policy analysis of ext3 c . We run different workloads
and fail specific file system block types. Tables in Figure 6.2 present ext3c failure
policy under read failures. Each column represents one or a set of workloads and
each row represents a data structure in ext3. If a data structure is read on a workload, then the corresponding entry gives the failure policy enforced by CFH. We
can see that by just changing 2 lines for each of the 13 data structures, ext3c can be
made to mimic a different failure policy for all block type failures. Although the
results are not shown, we ensure that ext3c enforces similar policy on write failures
too.
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ReiserFS-like Failure Policy
a b c d e f g h i j k l mn o p q r s t

NTFS-like Failure Policy
a b c d e f g h i j k l mn o p q r s t

Figure 6.2: Consistent Failure Policies in ext3c . The table indicates recovery policies of ext3c for read faults injected for each block type across a range of workloads. The workloads are a: path traversal b: access,chdir,chroot,stat,statfs,lstat,open
c: chmod,chown,utimes d: read e: readlink f: getdirentries g: creat h: link i: mkdir j: rename k: symlink l: write m: truncate n: rmdir o: unlink p: mount q: fysnc,sync r: umount
s: FS recovery t: log write operations. A gray box indicates that the workload is not applicable for the block type. If multiple mechanisms are observed, the symbols are superimposed. Key for recovery: A “/”, “−”, and “|” represent retry, error propagation, and file
system stop respectively.
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In addition to being flexible, ext3c can be highly consistent in applying its policies and this can be noticed from Figure 6.2. Two design aspects of CFH enables
this consistent application of policies: first, we separate failure policies from mechanisms; second, all the failure policies are enforced at one central place. The result
is a file system with a well-defined failure handling system.
Fine-grained Failure Policies

inode
dir
bitmap
i-bitmap
indirect
data
super
g-desc
j-super
j-revoke
j-desc
j-commit
j-data

Fine-grained Failure Policy
a b c d e f g h i j k l mn o p q r s t

Figure 6.3: Fine-grained Failure Policies in ext3c. The table indicates fine-grained policies of cxt3 for write failures. The workloads and data structures are the same as in Figure 6.2. Key for recovery failure policy: A “/”, “\”, and “|” represent retry, remap, and
file system stop respectively. Error is propagated on all the failures either through error
code or by logging error messages.

File systems can configure CFH to implement different policies for different
block types depending upon their importance to the system. For example, a file
system can be more paranoid about metadata block failures and handle them differently from data block failures. We show how CFH can be used to implement
fine-grained policies by configuring ext3c with the following policy: file system
metadata write errors are retried and remapped, and journal write failures are only
retried. In both the above cases, ext3c stops the system when it cannot recover from
the write error. When data write fails, ext3 c only retries but does not remap or stop,
but rather just propagates the error, enabling the application to take the appropriate
action. We evaluate this failure policy for write failures of all block types and Figure 6.3 presents the failure policy table. From the table, we can see that under all
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Figure 6.4: Fine-grained Failure Handling. The above figure shows how different block
type failures are handled differently by CFH. On X-axis, I/O completion time is plotted and
on Y-axis, block numbers are shown. Failed I/Os are shown with legends that are not filled,
while successful I/Os are shaded in black. Writes are marked with a “W” and reads with a
“R”. We show three different block type failures: a commit block write failure, which is a
transient error, a directory block and a super block write errors, which are permanent. CFH
retries the commit write failure and successfully recovers (Section A). CFH is configured
to retry 3 times after directory write failure and when all the retries have failed, it remaps
the directory block to a different location on disk (Section B). CFH also marks few blocks
around the failed dir block for isolation, reads and remaps them (Section C). Finally, when
the super block write fails, it is retried 10 times and remapped. When the remap also fails,
CFH stops the file system (Section D).

workloads, all metadata write failures are handled more thoroughly than data block
failures.
Figure 6.4 shows a specific example of the above policy. When a commit block
write fails in a transient manner, it is recovered by a retry. However, when a directory block write fails continuously, CFH remaps it to a new location. We implement an isolation policy in CFH that reads blocks around a failed block, writes
them to a new location, and marks the region as unusable to prevent future errors.
Finally, when the super block write fails, CFH first retries 10 times, then tries to
recover by remapping, and finally stops the file system when the remap also fails.
Even though we show a simple policy here, a file system can implement more fine-
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grained policies such as treating root directory I/O failures differently from other
directory failures.
Performance Overhead

Benchmark
SSH
Web
PostMark
TPC-B

Ext3
118.45
98.85
150.50
52.48

ext3c
118.56 (0.00%)
99.00 (0.15%)
151.25 (0.49%)
52.54 (0.11%)

Table 6.3: Performance Overheads in CFH. The table lists the running time (in seconds)
for four different benchmarks in ext3 and ext3c .

Finally, we evaluate ext3c performance to understand if additional processing
caused by passing every I/O through CFH adds any performance overhead. We
run four different file system benchmarks: SSH-Build, which unpacks and compiles the SSH source code, a Web server benchmark reads file in ext3c and sends
over the network, the standard PostMark benchmark [61], which emulates a mail
server workload, and a TPC-B-like benchmark, which runs debit-credit transactions [117]. The results are presented in Table 6.3. We run over 15 iterations for
each of these benchmarks on ext3 and ext3c and find no noticeable difference in
their performance.

6.1.3 Conclusion
We design and implement a centralized failure handler for file systems that forwards I/O requests and responses between a file system and disk. CFH implements
generic and specific error handling routines that can be used by a file system to
handle disk failures. By unifying all the failure handling at a single point and separating policies from mechanisms, CFH enables fine-grained and consistent failure
handling in file systems.
While CFH offers greater flexibility in failure handling, the implementation
efforts are non-trivial. Overall, we modified about 600 lines of existing code in
ext3, the buffer cache, and the journaling layer and added about 3100 lines of code
to build the CFH (including its generic detection and recovery mechanisms such
as checksums and remap). Extending CFH to other file systems is less expensive
once the basic CFH framework is in place. In fact, certain file systems such as
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ReiserFS do not use the generic buffer cache and therefore, it is relatively easier to
embed the block-type semantic information in their I/O calls. We also find that it is
easier to maintain CFH even if individual file systems go through different design
changes. Since CFH contains a clear separation between file system specific layer
and generic layer, whenever a file system data structure is modified, routines that
handle that data structure alone must change without affecting the rest of the failure
handler parts.
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Chapter 7

Related Work
Our effort builds upon related work from two bodies of literature. Our file system
analysis (Section 4) is related to efforts that inject faults or otherwise test the robustness of systems to failure. Our work on building robust file systems including the
prototype ixt3 (Section 5.2), probabilistic model for data layouts (Section 5.3.1),
parity update techniques (Section 5.3.2), and centralized failure handler (Chapter 6) draw on efforts in building software that is more robust to hardware failure.
We discuss each in turn.

7.1 Robustness Analysis
Several different approaches are taken to analyze and measure the robustness of a
system. We discuss the related approaches here. First, faults can be injected and
the resulting system behavior can be monitored. Second, more formal techniques
such as model checking can be used to find out bugs in system code. Finally, failure
characteristics of a system can be measured by stress testing or collecting failure
data from production systems.

7.1.1 Fault Injection
Fault injection has been used for several decades as a mechanism to measure the
robustness of systems [54]. We use software to simulate the effects of hardware failures and inject faults by dynamically determining the file system block types. Several previous work has used similar software-implemented fault injection (SWIFI)
techniques to evaluate the dependability of computer systems.
Generic Fault Injection: FIAT (Fault Injection-based Automated Testing) is one
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of the early systems to use fault injection techniques to simulate the occurrences
of hardware errors by changing the contents of memory or registers [17]. FIAT
injects memory bit errors into a task image and the physical location of the fault
is gathered from the compiler and loader information automatically. In our fault
injection experiments, the driver automatically determines the fault location (i.e.,
the block to fail) by inferring the block type information. FERRARI (Fault and
ERRor Automatic Real-time Injector) is another tool that emulates permanent and
transient hardware faults in software and uses software traps to inject faults [58].
Its four modules roughly correspond to the functionalities of coordinator and fault
injection driver of our system. The initializer and activator module in FERRARI
prepares the system for fault injection; the user information module obtains parameters such as fault and error types from the user; the fault injector injects faults during the program execution; and finally, data collection and analysis module collects
logs of all the results. The coordinator and driver perform all the above activities in
our system.
Other systems that use SWIFI approach include FTAPE (Fault Tolerance And
Performance Evaluator), which is a tool that performs dynamic workload measurements and injects faults by automatically determining the time and location that
will maximize fault propagation [118]. FTAPE uses stress-bases injection techniques to inject faults during high workload activities, which ensure higher fault
propagation. FTAPE uses a framework similar to ours to inject disk system faults,
where a driver is used to emulate I/O errors. An important difference is that in their
system a fault is initiated by the workload stress, while in our framework a fault is
initiated when a particular block type is written to disk. Fault injection experiments
have also been used to study fault propagation in the system. FINE (Fault Injection
and moNitoring Environment) is a tool developed by Kao et al., to inject hardware
induced software faults into UNIX kernel and trace the execution flow of the kernel [70]. Although we do not explicitly trace the fault propagation in our system,
the disk errors that we inject propagate from its origin through a generic device
driver layer until it reaches the file system, where it can cause several behaviors
including system crashes. Several work has targeted the kernel for reliability analysis. In a more recent work, fault injection techniques are used to test the Linux
kernel behavior under the presence of errors in the kernel instruction code [49].
They test four kernel subsystems including the architecture dependent code, virtual
file system, memory management, and the core kernel. Our testing focuses only on
file systems and while they inject faults in instruction streams, we inject disk I/O
failures.
File and Storage System Testing: Fault injection has been used specifically to
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study the reliability of storage systems as well. Brown et al. developed a method to
measure the system robustness and applied it to measure the availability of software
RAID systems in Linux, Solaris and Windows [24]. They use a PC to emulate
a disk and use the disk emulator to inject faults. They test the software RAID
systems while our work targets the file systems. Moreover, we use file system
knowledge to carefully select and fail specific block types whereas they do not
require any semantic information for fault injection. Other studies have evaluated
RAID storage systems for reliability and availability [55, 62]. These studies have
developed detailed simulation models of RAID storage arrays and network clusters
and used them to obtain the dependability measures. In contrast to their simulationbased fault injection, we perform a prototype-based fault injection for our failure
analysis.
Several file system testing tools test the file system API with various types of
invalid arguments. Siewiorek et al. develop a benchmark to measure the system’s
robustness and use it to test the dependability of file system’s libraries [104]. Their
benchmark consists of two parts, each exercising a different part in the file management system. The first part focuses on data structures in file management such
as corrupting a file pointer or a file system flag. The second part measures the effectiveness of input error detection mechanisms of the functions in the C standard
input/output library (STDIO). Similarly, Koopman et al. use the Ballista testing
suite to find robustness problems in Safe/Fast IO (SFIO) library [31]. They test 36
functions in the SFIO API and show that although SFIO robustness is far greater
than STDIO, it still had a fair number of robustness failures in functions like read
and write. In contrast to both the above work, which test the robustness of file
system API, we measure the robustness of file system to disk write failures.
One major difference between the related work in fault injection and ours is
that our approach focuses on how file systems handle the broad class of modern
disk failure modes; we know of no previous work that does so. Our approach also
assumes implicit knowledge of file-system block types; by doing so, we ensure that
we test many different paths of the file system code. Much of the previous work
inserts faults in a “blind” fashion and hence is less likely to uncover the problems
we have found.

7.1.2 Formal Methods
Static source code analysis is another popular approach to test the robustness of
software systems. Model checking techniques can be applied to the file system code
to find bugs and design flaws. Although model checking is more comprehensive
than fault injection in its error detection, it requires more work in terms of modeling
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complex file system operations. In a recent work, Yang et al. use model checking
comprehensively to find bugs in three different file systems: ext3, ReiserFS and
JFS [129]. They use formal verification techniques to systematically enumerate a
set of file system states and verify them against valid file system states. Their work
can be used to identify problems like deadlock, and NULL pointers whereas our
work focuses mainly on how file systems handle latent sector faults.
More recently, Yang et al. develop a method to automatically find bugs in file
system code that sanity checks on-disk data structure values [128]. They use a
symbolic execution system, called EXE, which instruments a program and runs on
symbolic input that is initially free to have any value. Based on the conditional
expressions on data values, EXE generates constraints on the input values and generates cases for the “true” path and “false” path of the conditional expressions. This
approach, as other formal methods, requires access to source code whereas we do
not need source code for our analysis to work.

7.1.3 Other Techniques
Systems can be stress tested and monitored to understand their failure characteristics. Gray et al. measure the disk error rates in SATA drives by moving several PB
of data [45]. They run programs in office-like and data-center-like setups that write
and read data from large files and compare the checksum of the data looking for
uncorrectable read errors. They measure about 30 uncorrectable bit errors as seen
by the file system and 4 errors at the application level. They conclude that uncorrectable read errors is not a dominant system-fault source and suggest that “Mean
Time To Data Loss” (MTTDL) would be a better metric.
Maintainers of large disk farms log and collect failure data from production
systems. Some results are published after anonymizing the drive manufacturer information [34, 35, 103, 102]. For example, effect of firmware changes on failure
mechanisms is studied over a family of drives and it is concluded that certain fixes
applied to improve performance can increase the failure rates [103].

7.2 Building Robust File Systems
System researchers were aware of disk failures even several decades before and
considered reliable file systems as one of important pieces of operating system
design. To quote Needham et al. “integrity of [file] system is both an important
requirement and ... requires special treatment ... in dealing with errors” [74]. In
the following sections, we explain the related work in the realm of designing and
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building robust file systems.

7.2.1 IRON File Systems
Our work on IRON file systems was partially inspired by work within Google.
Therein, Acharya suggests that when using cheap hardware, one should “be paranoid” and assume it will fail often and in unpredictable ways [1]. However, Google
(perhaps with good reason) treats this as an application-level problem, and therefore builds checksumming on top of the file system; disk-level redundancy is kept
across drives (on different machines) but not within a drive [40]. We extend this approach by incorporating such techniques into the file system, where all applications
can benefit from them. Note that our techniques are complimentary to applicationlevel approaches; for example, if a file system metadata block becomes inaccessible, user-level checksums and replicas do not enable recovery of the now-corrupted
volume.
Another related approach is the “driver hardening” effort within Linux. As
stated therein: “A ‘hardened’ driver extends beyond the realm of ‘well-written’ to
include ‘professional paranoia’ features to detect hardware and software problems”
(page 5) [57]. However, while such drivers would generally improve system reliability, we believe that most faults should be handled by the file system (i.e., the
end-to-end argument [94]).
The fail-partial failure model for disks is better understood by the high-end
storage and high-availability systems communities. For example, Network Appliance introduced “Row-Diagonal” parity, which can tolerate two disk faults and can
continue to operate, in order to ensure recovery despite the presence of latent sector
faults [28]. Further, virtually all Network Appliance products use checksumming
to detect block corruption [53]. Similarly, systems such as the Tandem NonStop
kernel [16] include end-to-end checksums, to handle problems such as misdirected
writes [16].
Interestingly, redundancy has been used within a single disk in a few instances.
For example, FFS uses internal replication in a limited fashion, specifically by making copies of the superblock across different platters of the drive [71]. As we noted
earlier, some commodity file systems have similar provisions.
Yu et al. suggest making replicas within a disk in a RAID array to reduce rotational latency [130]. Hence, although not the primary intention, such copies could
be used for recovery. However, within a storage array, it would be difficult to apply
said techniques in a selective manner (e.g., for metadata). Yu et al.’s work also
indicates that replication can be useful for improving both performance and faulttolerance, something that future investigation of IRON strategies should consider.
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Checksumming is also becoming more commonplace to improve system security. For example, both Patil et al. [79] and Stein et al. [110] suggest, implement,
and evaluate methods for incorporating checksums into file systems. Both systems
aim to make the corruption of file system data by an attacker more difficult.
Finally, the Dynamic File System from Sun is a good example of a file system
that uses IRON techniques [126]. DFS uses checksums to detect block corruption and employs redundancy across multiple drives to ensure recoverability. In
contrast, we emphasize the utility of replication within a drive, and suggest and
evaluate techniques for implementing such redundancy. Further, we show how to
embellish an existing commodity file system, whereas DFS is written from scratch,
perhaps limiting its impact.

7.2.2 Disk Failure Modeling
Failure models for disks, specifically in the context of RAID storage arrays have
been studied before. Gibson develops an analytical model of the reliability of redundant disk arrays [41]. He discusses four different models ranging from a simple
one that considers independent disk failures, to more complex models that include
spare disks and dependency among disk unit failures. The models are validated
using software simulation. In similar work, Kari develops reliability models which
includes both sector faults and disk unit faults. However, he treats sector failures
as independent events and does not account for the spatial locality in sector errors. [59]. In comparison with the above work, our failure model is developed for
a single disk and uses Markov Random Field to express the local characteristics of
disk errors. While Markov Random Field is extensively used in the field of Computer Vision for interpreting spatially correlated features such as image pixels [68],
we use it to express the locality on disk sector failures.
Reliability of long term digital archives such as photos, emails, and web site
archives has received attention from the research community. Baker et al. model the
reliability of long-term replicated storage systems [14]. They consider correlated
failures that might occur due to spatial locality, assuming that the correlated failures
are exponentially distributed. Their model is similar to our probabilistic model,
where both model a system that tolerate at most one failure and consider spatial
locality.

7.2.3 Parity-based Redundancy
Parity is widely used as a mechanism to store redundant information on disk and has
been the topic of several research work. The seminal work on RAID storage arrays
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includes a discussion on how RAID-5 can be constructed using parity blocks [81].
While it can tolerate a single disk failure, more recent work have focused on using
parity blocks to with stand double disk failures. For example, EVENODD [21]
and RDP [28] are techniques that spread parity among multiple disks such that the
data can be recovered after a double disk failure. In a more recent work, Denehy et
al. develop techniques to handle the parity update consistency issues on software
RAID systems [30]. They introduce a new mode of operation in journaling file system called declare mode that provides information about outstanding disk writes
after crash. They augment the software RAID layer to improve the speed of resynchronization of parity with other blocks with the help of the file system. While all
the previous work have focused on adding parity at a layer beneath the file system,
our work is primarily built around implementing redundancy within the file system.

7.2.4 Centralized Failure Handling
System designers have considered the separation of policies from their mechanisms
as a basic design principle for several decades. The classic work on the Hydra operating system built mechanisms into the kernel to perform operations like scheduling, paging, and protection, and let the user-level control them with different policies [66].
The Congestion Manager (CM) architecture [15] is a similar work that advocates centralized mechanism for implementing variety of policies. CM is motivated
by problematic behavior exhibited by applications whose flows compete with each
other for resources and do not share network information with each other. CM addresses these problems by inserting a module above IP which maintains network
statistics across flows and orchestrates data transmissions with a new hybrid congestion control algorithm.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work
“One therefore has the problem of being able to deal ... with ... bizarre
occurrences such as a disc channel which writes to the wrong place on the
disc without any error indication or, perhaps even worse, one which says that
it has written but in fact has not.”

“Theory and Practice in Operating System Design”
R.M.Needham and D.F.Hartley
SOSP 1969

Commodity operating systems have grown to assume the presence of mostly reliable hardware. The result, in the case of file systems, is that most commodity file
systems do not include the requisite machinery to handle the types of partial faults
one can reasonably expect from modern disk drives. In this thesis, we develop
and employ a new technique, semantic failure analysis (SFA), that uses block type
information and transaction semantics to test and understand failure handling in
journaling file systems. Then, we built robust versions of Linux ext3 that use various redundant information and a centralized failure handler to provide fine-grained
and well-defined failure policies.
In this chapter, we summarize this dissertation by recapitulating our failure
policy analysis and experiences in building IRON file systems (Section 8.1). We
then list a set of lessons we learned from this dissertation (Section 8.2). Finally,
we present the future directions where this thesis can possibly be extended (Section 8.3).
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8.1 Summary
Storage stacks on modern computers present complex failure modes such as latent sector faults, data corruption, and transient errors. The first part of this thesis
focuses on understanding the failure policies of file system when confronted with
such faults. We choose to focus on local file systems due to their ubiquitous presence and new challenges they present.
Commodity file systems are large, complex pieces of software with intricate
interactions with other parts of the system such as buffer cache manager, I/O schedulers, journaling layer, and low level drivers. Given this complexity, we need new
techniques and approaches that can be used by system developers, and even users
of file systems, to test and understand how commodity file systems handle disk failures. In this regard, we develop a new technique called Semantic Failure Analysis,
which applies file system specific knowledge, such as block types and transaction
semantics to low-level block I/O stream and fails specific file system I/O. In contrast to traditional fault injection, which fails blocks in a “blind” fashion, semantic
failure analysis is fast and can be used to identify failure policies, bugs, and inconsistencies relatively easily.
We analyze five commodity journaling file systems: Linux ext3, ReiserFS, JFS,
and XFS and Windows NTFS. We make the following observations. First, commodity file systems are built with the assumption that disk fails in a fail-stop manner and therefore, they store little or no redundant information on disk. As a result,
when portions of a disk fail, file systems are not able to recover from them. Second,
file systems exhibit illogical inconsistency in their failure handling policies. That
is, even under similar disk failure scenarios, different detection and recovery actions are employed. We suspect that this may be the result of the assumptions made
by different developers when writing different sections of the code. Finally, failure
handling is hard in current file system architecture, and we need new frameworks
for supporting well-defined failure policies.
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on improving the robustness of commodity file systems to disk failures. First, we explore the effectiveness and cost
of different redundant information like checksum, replica, and parity. By applying redundancy to file system metadata and data, both individually and in various
combinations, we study in breadth the cost in terms of time and space. Our results
show that for typical desktop-like workloads, it is indeed feasible to use redundant
information with small overheads.
Second, we focus in depth on two issues presented by single disk drives on lowend systems: spatially correlated faults and lack of NVRAM support. We develop
a probabilistic model that a file system can use to construct redundancy sets such
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that the chances of multiple faults affecting blocks in the same set is low. We also
develop two parity update techniques that integrate with journaling framework to
update data and parity blocks consistently. One of the techniques, the no-overwrite
approach, can provide atomicity in updating the redundant information and as a
result, can handle latent sector faults even during journal recovery. Our evaluation
of the techniques point out that the performance overhead of parity update techniques varies between less than 1% to 11% for typical desktop-type workloads and
increases as high as 51% for synchronous, write-intensive benchmarks.
Finally, we rearchitect the file system with a Centralized Failure Handler (CFH)
to handle all the failures in a consistent manner. The CFH receives all the I/O calls
from a file system along with the I/O semantics such as the block type information.
By separating policies from mechanisms and handling all I/O failures at one single
point, CFH enables uniform, fine-grained, and flexible failure policies. We also
show that CFH incurs no additional overhead in forwarding requests between a file
system and disk.
To conclude, we believe it is time to reexamine how file systems handle failures.
One excellent model is already available to us within the operating system kernel:
the networking subsystem. Indeed, because network hardware has long been considered an unreliable hardware medium, the software stacks above them have been
designed with well-defined policies to cope with common failure modes [82].

8.2 Lessons Learned
Next, we present a list of lessons we learned while working on this dissertation. We
believe that they will be relevant even beyond the realm of this thesis.
• Importance of semantic information: Semantic information is crucial in
building high performance and dependable systems [29, 107, 108]. In addition, semantic knowledge can be used to perform more informed analysis as
well [84]. We realize this and use it for our failure policy analysis, where
transactional semantics and block type information are used to unearth file
system failure policies.
However, it is harder to get the correct semantic information under certain
cases, even if one has access to the source code. For example, while building the centralized failure handler, file system semantics are lost for all I/Os
issued via the generic buffer cache manager and journaling layer. Although
we modified ext3, the generic buffer cache layer, and the journaling layer to
pass semantics of the file system, this might not be practically feasible as
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modifying a common layer like buffer cache that is used by several subsystems is generally discouraged. Under such circumstances, we believe
that the techniques developed in the context of semantically-smart disk systems [10, 12, 105, 106, 108] to reverse engineer file system information can
be immensely useful.

• Failure as a first class citizen: Traditionally, systems have been built with
performance as the main focus and as a result, various policies have been developed for different applications, where each policy is aimed at maximizing
the performance of a specific workload behavior.
However, as systems grow in complexity, reliability is becoming a primary
design goal [65] and we believe that failures must be treated as first class
citizens in such systems. For example, different failure policies must be
presented to an application and let it choose the policy that suits its needs.
Our CFH is a first step towards achieving this goal, where we apply finegrained policies to file system data and metadata.

• Need for benchmarks that represent desktop workloads: In this thesis,
we focus on local file systems running on low-end systems. To estimate the
cost of redundancy techniques on such systems, we used SSH-Build (Section 5.2.2) as a representative workload. However, there are no benchmarks
built systematically to depict the applications running on a desktop or laptop setting. All the current file system benchmarks [23, 61, 73, 75, 76, 117]
stress the file system I/O path and are targeted at emulating high end systems
(e.g., PostMark represents a mail server workload [61] and TPC-B represents
a transactional workload on a database server [117]). A workload suit built to
emulate desktop applications can be useful for commodity operating system
developers.

• Ways to describe policies: Policies are harder to get right without the right
framework. This is especially so for failure policies where there are hundreds
of combinations that are possible among different block types, detection, and
recovery techniques. In this thesis, we show using CFH that given a right
interface, it is indeed possible to specify even intricate policies using simple
commands.
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8.3 Future Work
Next, we present a set of research directions to pursue in the future. All the work
that we discuss here stem from our efforts in analyzing and building robust file
systems.

8.3.1 Using Checksums to Relax Ordering Constraints
In order to maintain file system integrity, modern file systems implement certain
ordering constraints when they update their on-disk structures. For example, write
ordering is used by all the journaling modes in journaling file systems, file systems with soft updates [39], Write Anywhere File Layout (WAFL) [53], and log
structured file systems [93].
Ordering the file system interactions with disk introduces certain problems.
First, it causes performance overhead by introducing a wait between I/O calls. For
example, journaling file systems wait for all the transaction writes to finish before
writing the commit block to mark the transaction as complete, and this, in spite
of being a sequential write on the journal, incurs additional rotational latency at
the disk drive. Second, implementing the correct ordering among several different types of disk blocks with multiple, concurrent updates to it can be a nightmare [120].
We propose to use checksums in file systems to relax ordering constraints while
providing the same consistency and integrity guarantees. We explore an application
of this idea in this thesis, which we call transactional checksums (Section 5.2.1).
We show that transactional checksums significantly improve file system performance, especially for workloads with small, synchronous writes.
In the future, we plan to examine how checksums can be used in other file
systems such as the ones that use soft updates or WAFL. Also, as a limiting case
study, we plan to apply the idea to a FFS like file system such as ext2 and make
its crash recovery faster. However, the benefits do not come for free. Checksum
computational cost can add some overhead, but with the ever increasing processing
power and limited improvement in disk access speeds, we believe this is a profitable
trade-off to make.

8.3.2 Understanding Spatial Locality in Disk Faults
One of the attributes of disk failures is that, under certain conditions like a particle
scratch or thermal asperity, faults can be spatially correlated. However, currently
we do not have field data on how such faults spread (i.e., the distribution of bad
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blocks) on disk platters. Deriving such data from drives that are discarded as unusable can shed light into block faults and help higher layers improve their data
layout patterns.
SCSI drives provide low-level commands to obtain the mapping details between
a logical block to its physical location on disk (including details like cylinder, track,
and sector). As a first step, one can reconstruct the layout of logical blocks on disk,
which can show the bad blocks that are not used by a disk drive. Although this
only brings out the bad blocks that are already identified by a disk drive, it can
unearth certain internal policies of a disk firmware such as its bad block remapping
algorithm, which can possibly be used by a higher layer to improve its layout.

8.3.3 Impact of Richer Interfaces on Reliability
As we pointed out in Section 2.2, storage stacks consist of several layers, each with
its own failure modes, detection, and recovery techniques. However, in the current
I/O architecture, not many details about an I/O failure are exposed to the end point
(e.g., the file system). The only information a file system receives is whether an I/O
has succeeded or not. Exposing more information such as which layer caused the
error, and what detection and recovery actions were taken by intermediate layers
can improve failure handling at the end point as it may possibly use other redundant
components (such as a different controller) to recover from the failure.
More information about the failure handling mechanisms of disk drives and
new interfaces to control them can improve the overall robustness of the storage
stack. For example, interfaces already exists to control the additional information
stored on the 8 bytes of a 520 bytes sector. However, there are other low-level information that are not yet available. Since disk drives implement remapping internally,
information such as the number and location of blocks reserved for remapping, list
of already remapped disk blocks, algorithm used for remapping, and perhaps, an
interface to control the block remapping can be useful for a file system to determine its data layout policies. Moreover, if disks can expose the set of detection and
recovery actions taken while reading or writing data, the other layers on the storage
stack can avoid re-executing similar actions. For example, if a disk notifies that it
retried several times before declaring a block as inaccessible, the layer above the
disk drive can avoid retrying the request.
Higher level semantic information at the other end of the storage stack (i.e.,
the disk drives) can also improve reliability. For example, if a drive understands
which physical disk blocks constitute a logical file system entity or which physical blocks are “alive”, it can improve its internal reliability mechanisms such as
bad block remapping. Semantically-smart disk systems [10, 12, 105, 106, 108]
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explored some uses of file system level knowledge at the disk drives, where they
reverse engineered the higher-level semantics. However, with the advent of objectbased storage systems [6] some of this information can be available through explicit
interfaces.

8.3.4 Using Virtual Machines to Improve Storage Stack Reliability
In this thesis, we show that failure handling in commodity file systems is broken.
While we modify file systems to improve their robustness, altering file systems may
not be feasible in practice. In the future, we propose to explore the idea of using
virtual machines to improve the reliability of the storage stack, wherein the virtual
machine detects and recovers from various partial disk faults but presents a simple
fail-stop (virtual) storage system to commodity file system. While the same can be
achieved with a pseudo-device driver instead of a more powerful virtual machine,
we can use the potential of a virtual machine to alter certain file system behavior.
For example, file systems like ReiserFS crash the entire system on even simple
read errors by calling a kernel-level panic. Virtual machines can possibly be used
to capture such calls and turn them into less expensive stops such as a read-only
mount.

8.3.5 Analyzing Robustness of Other Data Management Systems
While we limit the focus of this thesis to local file systems, several of the issues
we discuss here such as the latent sector faults, block corruption, spatial locality in
sector faults, and the impact of redundancy techniques are applicable to other data
management systems such as distributed file systems and database management
systems. These systems are more complex than local file system with many more
layers on their storage stack (like the presence of network in distributed systems).
Therefore, the first step is to study new partial failure scenarios, if any, introduced
in this context. Second, several of these systems can support redundant components such as multiple disks either within a single site or across multiple sites. This
raises the issue of finding trade-offs among redundancy within a single disk, among
multiple disks in a same site, and finally, across distributed disks. Third, optimizations such as transactional checksums are directly applicable to databases and in
fact, one can even explore the applicability of relaxing ordering constraints using
checksums in distributed protocols.
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